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 This study elucidates the effect of various processing parameters on PAN/carbon 
nanotube (CNT) composite fiber structure and properties. 
In Chapter 1, literature review and the objectives of this thesis are presented. 
Studies on the structure, processing, and properties of gel-spun PAN/multiwall carbon 
nanotube (MWNT) composite fibers follow in Chapter 2. Interactions between the PAN 
and the MWNT enabled the gel-spun PAN/MWNT composite fibers to be drawn longer 
than the control PAN fibers, resulting in a composite fiber tensile strength of as high as 
1.3 GPa. PAN/MWNT composite fibers were stabilized and carbonized, and the resulting 
fibers have been characterized for their structure and properties. The effect of shelf-time 
on the mechanical properties of gel-spun PAN/MWNT composite fibers is also reported. 
A rheological study of PAN-co-MAA/few wall nanotube (FWNT) composite 
solution is presented in Chapter 3. At low shear rates, the network of FWNTs contributes 
to elastic response, resulting in higher viscosity and storage modulus compared to the 
control solution. On the other hand, at high shear rates, the network of FWNTs can be 
broken, resulting in lower viscosity for the composite solution, than that for the control 
solution.  
Larger PAN crystal size (~16.2 nm) and enhanced mechanical properties are 
observed when the fibers were drawn at room temperature (cold-drawing) prior to being 
drawn at elevated temperature (~ 165 °C; hot-drawing). Azimuthal scan of wide angle X-
ray diffraction (WAXD) and Raman G-band intensities were used for the evaluation of 
Herman’s orientation factor for PAN crystals (fPAN) and FWNT (fFWNT), respectively.  
Significantly higher nanotube orientation was observed than PAN orientation at an early 
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stage of fiber processing. Differential scanning calorimetry (DSC) revealed that PAN-co-
MAA fiber can be converted into cyclic structure at milder conditions than those for PAN. 
Continuous in-line stabilization, carbonization, and characterization of the resulting 
carbon fibers were carried out. 
Solution spinning of PAN-co-MAA/VGCNF, characterization of the solution-
spun fibers, and rheological studies are presented in Chapter 4. The diameter of PAN-co-
MAA/VGCNF composite fiber is smaller than that of the PAN-co-MAA control fiber 
with same draw ratio due to the suppressed die-swell in the presence of VGCNF.  The 
mechanical properties of PAN-co-MAA control and PAN-co-MAA/VGCNF composite 
fibers are characterized. Crystalline structure and morphology of the solution-spun PAN-
co-MAA/VGCNF fibers are characterized using WAXD and scanning electron 
microscopy (SEM), respectively. A new method for evaluating the orientation of VGCNF, 
which has double layer structure, is presented.   
 Gel spinning of high molecular weight PAN is discussed in Chapter 5. Dynamic 
rheological test results of high (4.7105 ~ 5.2105 g/mol), and low (2.4105 g/mol) 
molecular weight PAN solution are compared to address the issue of molecular weight on 
PAN spinning. Various types of high molecular weight homo- and co-polymer PAN 
fibers are prepared and their structure and properties are characterized. 
 In Chapter 6, the volume fraction of PAN-CNT interphase in PAN matrix is 
calculated to illustrate the impact of CNTs on structural change in PAN matrix when 
ordered PAN molecules are developed in the vicinity of CNTs. The effect of PAN-CNT 
interphase thickness, CNT diameter, and mass density of CNT on volume fraction of 
PAN-CNT interphase was explored. 







 Carbon fibers consist of at least 92% carbon[1]. Carbon fibers have excellent 
mechanical strength, yet they are light weight, have good electrical and thermal 
conductivity, are resistant to chemicals, and have the ability to withstand high 
temperature in an inert environment. Carbon fibers can be produced by applying high 
heat-treatment to organic polymer precursor fibers which have high carbon yield. The 
most used precursor materials for carbon fiber are rayon [2-4], pitch [5-11], and 
polyacrylonitrile (PAN) [12-35] fibers. Among the three major precursors, rayon fibers 
are currently not available commercially. Isotropic pitch based carbon fibers are 
inexpensive but have relatively low mechanical properties. Mesophase pitch based 
carbon fibers are able to meet specific needs due to their high modulus. PAN based 
carbon fibers are widely accepted as their compressive strength is greater than that of the 
pitch based fibers, and the mechanical properties of the final carbon fibers can be tailored 
by controlling the heat-treatment conditions.  
  Among the carbon allotropes, CNTs have exceptional mechanical, thermal, 
electrical, and optical properties [36-37], and they possess the ability to template polymer 
crystalization [38-44]. Thus, superior physical and mechanical properties have been 
reported for CNT incorporated polymers [45-78]. Also, enhanced tensile properties of 
carbon fibers due to incorporation of carbon nanotubes (CNTs) in PAN precursor have 
been reported [79-80].  
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1.2 Processes for Making PAN Based Carbon Fiber 
1.2.1 Spinning 
   The acrylic precursor fibers can be produced by various spinning techniques such 
as solution, melt, and gel spinning. Among these solution spinning is the most common 
process for acrylic fiber production[81]. 
1.2.1.1 Solution Preparation 
  Either an organic or an inorganic solvent can be used for the preparation of 
polymer solution dope for spinning. Suitable organic solvents are N,N-
dimethylformamide (DMF), N,N-dimethylacetamide (DMAc),  and Dimethylsulfoxide 
(DMSO). The inorganic solvents are nitric acid, aqueous sodium thiocyanate, and 
aqueous zinc chloride. To eliminate captured air bubbles, the dope is stored for more than 
24 hrs before spinning.  
 For better processing and fiber properties, the solid contents of the dope should be 
optimized depending upon the molecular weight of the polymer. A solution of lower 
molecular weight polymer requires a higher solid content due to the low intrinsic 
viscosity[82-83]. At low shear rate, viscosity of solution increase with molecular weight 
of PAN if measure with same solid content[84]. On the other hand, viscosities of 
different molecular weight PAN solution converge at high shear rate. This implies the 
difficulty of solution preparation with high molecular weight PAN, since conventional 
solution preparation is done under low shear rate. Viscosity of PAN solution can also be 
affected by its temperature[85]. 
1.2.1.2 Solution Spinning 
  Solution spinning is a fiber manufacturing process which involves dissolving the 
polymer into an appropriate solvent, and the injection of the prepared solution through, 
the nozzle which is also known as spinneret. The solution spinning can be classified by 
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the arrangement of the spinneret and the coagulation bath: (i) Wet spinning implies that 
spinneret is immersed in the coagulation bath so that the as-spun fibers pass directly into 
the coagulation bath. (ii) Dry spinning refers to solution spinning without a coagulation 
bath. The solvent in the as-spun fibers is evaporated by passing them through the hot 
chamber.  (iii) Dry-jet wet spinning is similar to wet spinning but has an air gap between 
the spinneret and the coagulation bath. The coagulation bath consists of a nonsolvent and 
a solvent which is identical to that used for dissolving the polymer. The coagulation rate 
can be controlled by adjusting the composition of the coagulation bath. The higher the 
concentration of nonsolvent, the faster the solvent exchange, resulting in rapid 
coagulation. Temperature of the bath also affects the coagulation rate [86-87]. If the 
coagulation rate is too fast, then the cross section of fibers becomes irregular and forms a 
skin-core structure. For these reasons, a slow coagulation rate is favorable to obtain fibers 
with enhanced structure and properties. 
1.2.1.3 Gel Spinning 
 To achieve high mechanical properties, the number of defects in the high 
performance polymeric fiber must be minimized. Under deformation, the stress 
preferentially concentrates on the defect sites such as chain ends, voids, chain 
entanglement, and foreign particles[88]. Some of those defects can be minimized by 
utilizing the gel spinning process, which was invented at DSM in the Netherlands[89]. By 
the use of the gel spinning technique, PAN solution is spun into a quenching bath to form 
fibers in a gel-like-state. Dilution of polymer solution is considered to minimize the 
entanglement in the gel spinning process. By assuming that one entanglement between 
two polymer molecules is enough to ensure the integrity of the PAN molecules and the 
stability during the drawing process, ideal entanglement status can be achieved at certain 
concentration level (C*) whose expression is 
C* = Me/M 
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where Me is entanglement molecular weight and M is the molecular weight of the 
polymer[89]. So, as molecular weight increases, the desired concentration (C*) decreases. 
However, the actual concentration of spinning dope is higher than C* to ensure process 
stability by controlling the number of entanglements.  
1.2.2 Stabilization  
 Prior to the carbonization process, the PAN precursor fibers go through a 
stabilization process which involves heat-treatment at 180 ~ 300 °C under tension in an 
oxidative atmosphere. The stabilized fibers are thermally stable for the subsequent 
carbonization process which involves heat-treatment at very high temperature. The 
stabilization is very crucial to the properties of the final carbon fibers because it 
determines the structure of the carbon fibers. The structural imperfections which act as 
defects can be minimized by optimizing the stabilization conditions. To optimize the 
process, several key factors should be considered and tuned, such as types of comonomer, 
tension, temperature, heating rate, heating time, and the treatment medium, as discussed 
below. 
1.2.2.1 Types of Comonomers 
 In general, the copolymer PAN precursors can be converted into better quality 
carbon fibers than homopolymer fibers because of the different mechanism involved 
during stabilization. It is well known that the stabilization of homopolymer PAN is 
governed by a radical mechanism, while copolymerized PAN with acidic comonomer is 
governed by an ionic mechanism[83]. The radical mechanism of cyclization is shown in 
Figure 1.1 (a). During the heat-treatment (~180 
o
C) of homopolymer PAN, free radicals 
can be generated. The unpaired electron on the nitrogen atom of the free radical helps to 
bond adjacent nitrile group (cyclization) and yields a new unpaired electron. Thus, the 
cyclization reaction continues. On the other hand, the acidic sites in PAN copolymerized 
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with an acidic comonomer play a key role in the ionic mechanism of cyclization. The 
debonding between oxygen and hydrogen occurs disproportionately, and an electron pair 
in the negatively charged oxygen atom forms a bond with the adjacent carbon atom in the 
nitrile group as shown in Figure 1.1 (b). Subsequently, the nitrogen atom of this adjacent 
nitrile group forms a new bond to the next carbon atom in the nitrile group. This process 
continues along the chain until the chain end is terminated by a =NH group.  
 Due to the exothermic nature of the cyclization reaction, localized heat can lead to 
abrupt gas evolution, resulting in inhomogeneity in the fiber. In the radical mechanism, 
the management of heat generation is a problem during homopolymer PAN cyclization. 
Once the cyclization reaction is initiated, the generated heat supplies more energy to 
increase the rate of cyclization and the surrounding temperature. The increased 
surrounding temperature and low thermal conductivity of the fiber make it hard to 
dissipate the excessive heat. Such excessive heating may cause chain scission that acts as 
a defect in carbon fibers. To dissipate the heat more effectively, slow propagation is 
preferred. Based on these explanations, the incorporation of CNTs in the PAN fiber can 
enhance the quality of the carbon fibers by reducing the rate of cyclization[79] and by 
helping with the dissipation of heat due to their high thermal conductivity. During 
cyclization, acidic comonomer lowers the reaction initiation temperature and broadens 
the exothermic peak of the cyclization reaction. Acrylic acid, methacrylic acid, itaconic 
acid, methacrylate (ester), acrylamide (amide), and quaternary ammonium salts 
(ammonium salts of vinyl compounds) are known as possible comonomers[83]. The 




Figure 1.1 (a) Radical mechanism, and (b) ionic mechanism of the cyclization 
reaction[83].   
Table 1.1 Various Comonomers for Acrylic Precursors[90]. 
               Comonomer         Chemical structures     
     Acrylic acid (AA) CH2=CHCOOH 
     Methacrylic acid (MAA) CH2=C(CH3)COOH 
     Itaconic acid (IA) CH2=C(COOH)CH2COOH 
     Methacrylate (MA) CH2=CHCOOCH3 
     Acrylamide (AM) CH2=CHCONH2 
  
The decrease in initiation temperature in the copolymer with respect to the initiation 
temperature in the homopolymer PAN is in the following order; itaconic acid > 
methacrylic acid > acrylic acid > acrylamide [91]. Itaconic acid has two carboxylic 
groups which involve initiation of the cyclization in ionic mechanism. Thus, itaconic acid 
showed the largest drop of initiation temperature of the cyclization reaction. Increased 
comonomer content leads to both reduced cyclization time and reduced carbon yield of 
the final carbon fibers. For this reason, the optimum content of acidic comonomer is 
reported to be about 2 mol % [92-94]. 
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1.2.2.2 Effect of Tension 
  The tension applied during the stabilization process prevents the shrinkage which 
would otherwise lower the molecular orientation. There are two types of shrinkage during 
the stabilization process[95]: (i) physical shrinkage is the relaxation of polymer 
molecules during the heat-treatment due to the entropic recovery, and (ii) chemical 
shrinkage that comes from changes in the chemical structure since the length of carbon-
carbon double bond in the ladder structure is shorter than that of single bond. The regular 
position of the nitrile group helps to form the ladder structure in the cyclization process. 
If the polymer molecules are relaxed, cyclization becomes difficult due to the irregular 
position of the nitrile group. Tension applied during the stabilization process helps to 
prevent shrinkage so that the polymer molecule alignment can be preserved throughout 
the process, resulting in better tensile properties. 
1.2.2.3 Effect of Temperature and Heating Rate 
 In general, the heat-treatment temperature for stabilization can be adjusted 
depending on the types of comonomers, precursor fiber diameter, and morphological 
structure of the precursor PAN fiber. A heating rate of less than 5 °C/min was suggested 
for the stabilization process to obtain better properties carbon fibers[96]. As stated earlier, 
the localized heat generation can be suppressed by reducing the heating rate since the 
nature of cyclization reaction is exothermic.  
1.2.2.4 Effect of Heat-Treatment Medium 
  Carbon fibers with superior properties are produced from precursor fibers 
stabilized under an oxidizing medium rather than under an inert atmosphere. The oxygen 
containing groups (such as hydroxyl, carbonyl, or carboxyl groups) are introduced into 
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the backbone of ladder polymer. The fusion of the ladder chains can be promoted in the 
presence of oxygen containing groups during carbonization step [20]. 
1.2.3 Carbonization  
 The carbonization process refers to high temperature (~1500 °C) heat-treatment 
after the stabilization process [83]. The heat transfer, chemical reaction, and mass transfer 
are involved in the carbonization process. Throughout the carbonization process, the non-
carbon elements are eliminated in the form of volatile gases such as HCN, NH3, H2O, 
CO2, N2, and hydrocarbons. Rapid irruption of gas occurs on the fiber surface with a 
heating rate higher than 5 °C /min and causes irregular fiber surface, which decrease the 
fiber tensile properties[96]. The carbonization should be done under an inert medium 
such as nitrogen or argon gas to prevent oxidation at high temperature. Chemical fusion 
of ladder structure takes place by condensation of water, dehydrogenation, and/or cross-
linking (Figure 1.2). Studies on the relationship between final heat-treatment temperature 
and mechanical properties reveal that the tensile strength reaches a maximum at around 
1500 °C, while the tensile modulus keeps increasing at further higher temperatures of 
carbonization [97].  
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Figure 1.2 Intermolecular crosslinking of stabilized fibers through (a) oxygen containing 






1.3 Effect of Carbon Nanotubes on Evolution of Structure and Properties 
1.3.1 CNT Rheology 
 It is important to understand rheological behavior of CNTs, as it affects 
processing conditions. Rheological behavior of a polymer/CNT composite has been 
reported [99-108].  Kim et al.[101] reported that viscosity of epoxy/CNT composite 
increased when surface modified CNTs (amine, acid, or plasma treated) were used as 
compared to control epoxy as well as epoxy/CNT without surface treatment. This implies 
that interfacial bonding between CNT and Epoxy and dispersion of CNT are improved by 
surface modification of CNT. Ma et al.[102] conducted extensional rheology of 
epoxy/SWNT (functionalised with Arene Diazonium salts) composite suspension. The 
epoxy/SWNT suspension showed longer elongation than neat epoxy suspension under 
extension, suggesting reinforcing effect of SWNT during extension. Xu et al.[108] 
investigated rheological properties of isotactic polypropylene (iPP)/MWNT 
nanocomposites. With relatively low aspect ratio (22 to 45), network structure of MWNT 
is prone to breakage under high shear deformation, resulting in less elastic contribution to 
rheological response of iPP/MWNT. On the other hand, network of high aspect ratio 
MWNT can resist more under high shear flow than that of low aspect ratio MWNT. 
Suppressed die-swell of iPP/MWNT was observed by conducting capillary rheometry. 
 PAN/CNT solution showed non-newtonian behavior such as shear thinning [109-
113] and showed higher storage and loss moduli than PAN solution[112]. Khenoussi et 
al.[109] observed flow threshold behavior (sudden viscosity drop during shear stress 
sweep test) of PAN/MWNT dope when MWNT content is higher than 2.0%. Wang et 
al.[111] studied rheological behavior of PAN/MWNT spinning dope which was prepared 
by in-situ polymerization. The molecular weight of PAN decreased with increasing 
MWNT content in the system. The apparent viscosity of PAN/MWNT dope decreased 
with increasing MWNT content due to the reduced molecular weight of PAN. The 
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PAN/MWNT solution showed shear thickening behavior if MWNT content is higher than 
0.53 wt.%. The reason for shear thickening behavior was not explained. 
1.3.2 Structure of PAN Precursor Fiber 
 The PAN molecule has nitrile side groups that have strong dipole interactions. It 
is well known that the intra-dipole interactions of nitrile groups are repulsive while inter-
dipole interactions are attractive. Because of those strong repulsive dipole interactions, 
the PAN molecule forms a helical coil structure. The unit cell of the ordered phase in 
PAN is controversial; (i) hexagonal or pseudo-hexagonal structure with two dimensional 
order, and (ii) orthorhombic unit cell with three dimensional order [114-119]. Bashir 
reported that a PAN molecule can co-crystallize with a polar solvent such as propylene 
carbonate to form an orthorhombic crystal[120]. If the solvent is evaporated, then the 
orthorhombic crystal structure can revert to a hexagonal crystal structure. Gupta and 
Singhal et al. proposed a  model with PAN molecules of helical conformation as flexible 
rods of about 6 Å  diameter[121]. In the ordered region, these molecular rods are aligned 
and hexagonally packed together, whereas the amorphous region shows misalignments of 
rods, such as entanglements, loops, heterogeneity (comonomer), foreign particles, and 
other defects. 
 It was reported that structural changes were induced by the incorporation of CNTs 
[122]. The crystal size of PAN/SWNT composite fiber is comparable or slightly smaller 
(11.2 or 11.5 nm) than that in the control PAN fiber (11.7 nm). However, the crystallinity 
increased with the introduction of SWNT (68 ~ 69% for PAN/SWNT composite fiber vs. 
65% for PAN control fiber). This is also confirmed by comparing the tensile moduli of 
fibers. The tensile modulus of PAN/SWNT composite fiber exceeded the predicted value 
calculated by the rule of mixtures with assumption of ideal orientation of SWNT (which 
aligned perfectly along the fiber axis), suggesting property changes in the PAN matrix 
(enhanced crystallinity). The meridional peak position in WAXD pattern shifted to lower 
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2θ with the incorporation of SWNT, implying an increase in the planar zigzag sequence 
of PAN chains. 
1.3.3 CNT Orientation 
 Anisotropic mechanical properties have been observed due to the alignment of 
CNT in composite system [123-135]. To evaluate CNT orientation, various tools are 
introduced such as, transmission electron microscopy (TEM)[127-128], scanning electron 
microscopy (SEM)[129], focused ion beam[125], X-ray scattering[124, 136], atomic 
force microscopy (AFM)[123], and Raman spectroscopy[123-124, 132, 137-138]. Carbon 
nanotube orientation, and particularly that of the single wall carbon nanotubes can be 
quantitatively determined using Raman spectroscopy [[137].  
1.3.4 Structural Changes during Heat-Treatment 
 As stated earlier, the PAN molecules can be regarded as flexible rods with a 
diameter of about 6 Å .  Ko et al. showed structural changes in PAN molecular structure 
during stabilization by using flexible rods model [32-33]. Below 180 °C, the crystal size 
and orientation increase slightly as temperature goes up, due to the migration of some 
acrylonitrile groups from the amorphous phase to the ordered phase. The cyclization is 
initiated in the amorphous regions when temperature exceeds 180 °C because more 
energy is needed to weaken the attractive dipole interactions of acrylonitrile groups in the 
ordered phase. Heat generated by the exothermic cyclization reaction in the amorphous 
phase helps to overcome the molecular interactions in the ordered phase, initiating 
cyclization reactions in the ordered phase. As the temperature increases further, the 
cyclization reaction spreads throughout the ordered region, and the reaction rate increases.  
 Energy-dispersive X-ray spectroscopy (EDS) studies[139] revealed that chemical 
composition of the stabilized PAN fibers could be 40% of acridone rings, 30% of 
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naphthyridine rings, 20% of hydronaphthyridine rings, and 10% of other structures, as 
shown in Figure 1.3. 
 
 
Figure 1.3 Chemical structure of stabilized PAN precursor[139]. 
 During carbonization, the ladder polymer chains fuse together from the 
elimination of the oxygen containing groups at around 600 °C, and the remaining nitrile 
groups are cyclized (Figure 1.2 (a)). At 700 °C or higher, the fusion of ladder polymer 
chains also takes place at the nitrogen atoms (Figure 1.2 (c)). The fusion of ladder chains 
continues throughout the carbonization process until the majority of non-carbon atoms 
are removed, and the sp
2
 hybridized carbon atoms are hexagonally packed together in 
basal plane. In the basal plane, the bond length and angles are comparable to the graphite 
structure, and those graphitic planes are randomly stacked together in parallel fashion and 
separated by a distance of 3.4 Å .  
1.3.5 Structure of CNT Incorporated PAN Based Carbon Fiber 
 In general, highly ordered graphitic structures are not expected for PAN based 
carbon fibers without graphitization. When PAN/ single wall nanotubes (SWNT) 
composite fibers are used as a precursor, well-developed graphitic structure is observed 
in the vicinity of SWNT. The carbonization temperature of this carbon fiber was 1100 °C, 
which is a relatively low temperature for this structure. The graphitic structure affected 
by SWNT can be confirmed by Raman spectra. Intensity of the G-band (ca. 1590 cm
-1
) 
for PAN/SWNT based carbon fiber increased with applied tension during carbonization 
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as shown in Figure 1.4 B. On the other hand, PAN based carbon fiber didn’t exhibit G-
band intensity (Figure 1.4 A). Due to structural improvements, the tensile strength of the 
PAN/SWNT based carbon fiber (3.2 GPa) was 60% higher that of the control PAN based 
carbon fiber (2.0 GPa). Similarly, the tensile modulus of the PAN/SWNT based carbon 
fiber (450 GPa) was significantly higher than that of the control PAN based carbon fiber 




Figure 1.4 Raman spectra for the carbonized (A) PAN and (B) PAN/SWNT (99/1) 
fibers as a function of applied stress during stabilization and carbonization[79]. 
 
 
1.4 Objectives of Thesis 
The overall objectives of this study are: 
 To study the effect of Carbon nanotubes (CNTs) on the flow behavior (rheology) 
of polyacrylonitrile (PAN) solution. 
 To study the PAN crystal and CNTs orientation at different stages of fiber 
processing.  
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 To study the effect of spin-drawing and hot-drawing on structure, and properties 
of dry-jet-wet spun polyacrylonitrile-co-methacrylic acid (PAN-co-MAA)/vapor 
grown carbon nanofiber (VGCNF) composite fiber.  
 To study the gel-spinning of high molecular weight PAN (homo-, and co-
polymer) and PAN/CNT composite fibers. 
 To estimate the volume fraction of the interphase in PAN/CNT system as a 









 Chae et al.[140] compared the reinforcement efficiency of various types of CNTs 
in solution spun PAN/CNT fibers. They concluded that SWNTs are good for enhancing 
low strain property (tensile modulus), due to their large surface area, whereas MWNTs 
show improvement of high strain properties (tensile strength, and work of rupture) due to 
the longer length of MWNT. The mechanical properties of PAN fibers can be improved 
through the gel-spinning of PAN[89, 122]. In this study, gel spinning of PAN/MWNT 
composite fibers was carried out, and characterization of their mechanical properties and 
structural changes was done. Also, stabilization and carbonization of gel-spun 




 Polyacrylonitrile [homo-polymer PAN, of molecular weight (Mw) 2.510
5
 g/mol] 
was obtained from Japan Exlan, Co. Multi-walled nanotubes (MWNT: with about 5 wt.%  
metallic impurity) were obtained from Cheaptube Inc. and used as received. WAXD of 
these MWNT revealed that the average number of walls in this specimen was 18. WAXD 
scan of these MWNTs is given in Figure 2.1 (a). From this WAXD (002) peak, crystal 
size was determined using the Scherrer equation and the average number of walls was 
determined by dividing this value of crystal size by the interlayer graphitic spacing of 
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0.34 nm. The average diameter of 53 ± 13 nm was obtained from SEM micrographs, as 
shown in Figure 2.1 (b). N, N-dimethylformamide (DMF) from BDH, Inc. was used as 
the solvent.  
 
Figure 2.1 (a) WAXD and (b) SEM micrograph of MWNTs. 
 
2.2.2 Solution Preparation 
 MWNTs (150 mg) were mixed in DMF (400 mL) and homogenized at 22,000 
rpm for 30 min prior to ultra-sonication. The as-prepared MWNT/DMF solution was 
placed in an ultra-sonicator (Branson 3510R-MT, 100 W, 42 kHz) for 24 hours with 
agitation (1,200 rpm by Cole-Palmer model 4554-10 LAB Mixer). PAN polymer (14.85 
g) was dried in a vacuum oven at 100 °C and dissolved in DMF (100 mL) at 80 °C. The 
dispersed MWNT/DMF solution was added to the PAN/DMF solution; the excess 
amount of solvent was evaporated by vacuum distillation with mechanical stirring to 
meet the desired solid content in the solvent (15 g solids (PAN and MWNTs)/100 mL 
DMF).  
2.2.3 Fiber Spinning 
 The PAN control and PAN /MWNTs composite fibers were spun utilizing the gel 
spinning technique and using a Bradford University spinning unit equipped with a single-
hole spinneret with an orifice diameter of 250 µm. The prepared solution was spun into a 
cold methanol gelation bath (-50 °C) with an air gap of 2 cm. The fibers were stretched 
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five times during the spinning process by increasing the take-up speed with respect to the 
linear-jet velocity of the spun fibers. The as-spun fibers were immersed in the methanol 
bath at a temperature of -30 °C for 72 hours. The post-drawing process (draw ratio in the 
range of 5 to 11) was carried out using an in-line heater whose temperature was 
maintained at 165 °C. The total draw ratio was expressed as the product of the spin draw 




Figure 2.2 Schematics of (a) gel spinning and (b) drawing. 
 
2.2.4 Stabilization and Carbonization 
2.2.4.1 Stabilization and Carbonization (Vertical Mount) 
 Carbon steel blocks were secured as weights at each end of the precursor fiber 
bundles. Then fiber bundles were vertically hung over a quartz rod (Figure 2.3) at various 
stress levels (5, 7.5, 10, 20 and 30 MPa) and placed in the box furnace (Lindberg, 51668-
HR Box Furnace 1200C, Blue M Electric) for heat-treatment.  For stabilization, fibers 
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were heated from room temperature to 285 °C at two different heating rates in the air. 
Initially, the heating rate was set at 5 °C/min up to 175 °C and subsequently changed to 
1 °C/min. Fibers were heat-treated at 285 °C for 4.5 hours, followed by increasing the 
temperature to 330 °C at a heating rate of 1 °C/min and holding at this temperature for 2 
hours. After completing the stabilization process, the fibers were cooled down to room 
temperature and subsequently carbonized by increasing the temperature to 1100 °C at a 
heating rate of 5 °C/min under argon and holding at this temperature for 5 min. 
 
 
Figure 2.3 Schematic of the set up for vertical heat-treatment. 
 
2.2.4.2 Stabilization and Carbonization (Horizontal Mount) 
 Graphite blocks were used to clamp both ends of the precursor fiber bundles 
together, and the fiber bundle was hung horizontally over a graphite rod (Figure 2.4) at a 
stress level of 22.5 MPa and placed in the tube furnace (MHI H17HT2.5X24 tube type 
furnace with 100 mm diameter and 1500 mm length alumina tube). The parameters of 
tension, heat-treatment temperature, heating rate, and isothermal temperature were varied 
based on the results from the vertical mounting heat-treatment studies. For stabilization, 
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fibers were heated from room temperature to 250 °C at a heating rate of 5 °C/min in air 
and held at this temperature for 2 hours, followed by increasing the temperature to 
320 °C at a heating rate of 5 °C/min and holding at this temperature for various time 
intervals (20, 25, 30, 35, 42.5, and 45 min, respectively). After completing the 
stabilization reaction, the argon was purged through the furnace, and the fibers were 
subsequently carbonized by increasing the temperature to 1100 °C at a heating rate of 
5 °C/min and by holding at this temperature for 5 min. 
 
Figure 2.4 Schematic of the set up for horizontal heat-treatment. 
 
2.2.5 Mechanical Properties 
 The tensile properties were characterized using an RSA III solids analyzer 
(Rheometric Scientific, Co.) at gauge length of 25.4 mm and crosshead speed of 0.254 




2.2.6 WAXD Analysis of PAN/MWNT Composite Fibers 
 Wide-angle X-ray diffractions of PAN/MWNT composite fibers were collected 
using a Rigaku MicroMax 002 X-ray generator with confocal optics to produce Kα 
radiation (λ = 1.5418 Å ) and equipped with a R-axis IV++ detector. The crystallinity was 
calculated by fitting the integrated scan using MDI Jade 8.5.2 software, and the crystal 
size was calculated using the Scherrer equation. The Herman’s orientation function of the 
PAN crystal c-axis about fiber axis (fPAN: Herman’s orientation factor) was calculated 
using Wilchinsky’s equation.[141-142]. The detailed calculation method is described 
elsewhere [38, 43, 52, 78, 140].  
2.2.7 Thermal Analysis 
 Differential scanning calorimetry (DSC; TA instruments Q200) on the precursor 
fibers was conducted. The precursor fiber (1.5-2 mg) was heated from 150 to 400 °C at a 
heating rate of 10 °C/min (or 1 °C/min). After 1
st
 heating scan, sample pan was quenched 




 heating scans were conducted at an 
identical heating rate to the 1
st
 scan. 
2.2.8 Dynamic Mechanical and Thermo-Mechanical Properties 
 Dynamic mechanical tests were conducted using an RSA III solids analyzer 
(Rheometric Scientific, Co.) at various frequencies (0.1, 1, and 10 Hz) and at a heating 
rate of 1 °C/min at 25 mm gauge length. Bundles of 100 filaments were used. Thermal 
shrinkage of the PAN/MWNT composite fiber was monitored as a function of 
temperature using a thermo-mechanical analyzer (TMA 2940, TA instruments) at various 
stress levels. The heating profile was identical to the stabilization condition stated in 




2.2.9 Fiber Morphology of PAN/MWNT Composite Fibers 
 Scanning electron microscopy (SEM; LEO 1530 operated at 10kV, or Hitachi 
S800 equipped with Hitachi X800 Field Emission Gun operated at 10kV) was used for 
the observation of gold coated samples. UTHSCSA image tool software was used to 
compute cross sectional areas and diameters of the fibers. 
2.3 Results and Discussion 
2.3.1 Tensile Properties 
 Mechanical properties of PAN and PAN/MWNT fibers are summarized in Table 
2.1. At a given draw ratio, the diameter of PAN/MWNT composite fiber is slightly 
smaller than that of the PAN control fiber at the same draw ratio suggesting suppressed 
die-swell. In general, polymeric fluids (solution and melt) show non-newtonian behavior 
which also results in phenomenon such as rod-climbing (fluid rising up a stirring rod 
during agitation) and die-swell. Suppressed die-swell was observed in polypropylene 
(PP)/MWNT system as compared to the control polypropylene[108, 143]. In the presence 
of CNT, the elastic recovery of PP molecules is restricted resulting in lower die-swell. 
Also, the alignment of CNT[144-145] helps to reduce the diameter of extrudate similar to 
the contraction of lyotropic liquid crystalline polymer under shear flow[146-147]. Thus, 
the restricted elastic recovery of PAN molecules, and alignment of MWNT could be the 
reason for suppressed die-swell and smaller diameter of PAN/MWNT fibers.  
 Typical stress-strain curves of the PAN control and the PAN/MWNT composite 
fibers at various draw ratios are shown in Figure 2.5. Mechanical properties of the 
PAN/MWNT composite fibers increased with increasing draw ratio. The maximum draw 
ratio of the PAN/MWNT fibers (55) is larger than that of the PAN fibers (35). Ma et 
al.[102] showed enlarged extensional deformation of epoxy/surface modified CNT 
suspension as compared to epoxy suspension under the extensional rheometer experiment 
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Table 2.1 Mechanical properties of PAN/MWNT composite fibers at various draw ratios. 
  PAN control  PAN/MWNT (1 wt.%) composite 
Draw ratio (DR)  25 35  25 35 45 50 55 
Diameter (µm)  15.8±0.1 13.5±0.1  15.5±0.1 13.2±0.3 11.7±0.1 10.6±0.1 10.4±0.1 
Tensile strength (GPa)  0.62±0.08 0.56±0.07  0.77±0.10 1.04±0.17 1.0±0.09 1.15±0.11 1.34±0.13 
Tensile modulus (GPa)  17±3 15±2  19±2 24±4 21±3 24±2 26±2 
Elongation at break (%)  7.4±0.5 6.5±0.5  9.1±1.2 8.4±1.2 8.3±0.6 7.9±0.6 8.5±0.5 
Work of rupture (MPa)  25±5 19±3  39±10 47±13 43±7 46±7 57±8 
 
Figure 2.5 Stress-strain curves of (a) PAN control and (b) PAN/MWNT composite fibers at various draw ratios (DR). 
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due to the reinforcing effect of CNT during deformation (extension). On the other hand, 
epoxy/untreated CNT showed slightly shorter extension as compared to the control epoxy 
suspension due to the poor interfacial strength between the epoxy and the CNT. In this 
study, the larger draw ratio of PAN/MWNT fiber indicates reinforcing effect of CNT 
during drawing and good interaction between the PAN and the MWNT. The interaction 
between PAN and MWNT can lead to higher draw ratio of the PAN/MWNT composite 
fiber as compared to the control PAN fiber. Due to the hindered elastic recovery, PAN 
molecules remain more aligned along the spin line and the number of entanglements 
reduces in the as-spun fibers, which leads to better drawability of the PAN/MWNT 
composite fibers. The enhanced drawability increased the tensile strength of 
PAN/MWNT composite fiber to a level as high as 1.34 GPa at a draw ratio of 55. 
2.3.2 Morphology of PAN/MWNT Composite Fibers 
 SEM micrographs of PAN/MWNT fibers cross-sections are shown in Figure 2.6. 
Both, the partially drawn (DR of 25; Figure 2.6 (a) ~ (c)) and the fully drawn fibers (DR 
of 55; Figure 2.6 (d) ~ (h)) showed good MWNT dispersion. The average diameters of 
MWNT in partially drawn and fully drawn fibers are 69 ± 5 nm and 62 ± 5 nm, 
respectively. The average diameter of pristine MWNT is ~ 53 nm prior to the dispersion 
in PAN, as shown in Figure 2.1 (b), suggesting that PAN molecules maybe wrapped 
around MWNT. The solubility difference between PAN and PAN/MWNT fiber as shown 
in Figure 2.7 may supports this hypothesis. After treatment in DMF at 60 °C for 24 hours, 
the control fibers were partially dissolved, while composite fibers showed no distinct 
change. With treatment in boiling DMF for 30 minutes, the control fibers were 
completely dissolved, whereas PAN/MWNT fibers were fragmented and partially 
dissolved, suggesting formation of chemically stable PAN crystal in the vicinity of 
MWNTs. 




Figure 2.6 SEM micrographs for the cross-section of PAN/MWNT (1 wt.%) composite fibers (a) ~ (c) with a draw ratio of 25 and (d) 




Figure 2.7 Optical micrographs of (a) PAN fiber with a draw ratio of 25 and (d) 
PAN/MWNT (1 wt.%) with a draw ratio of 25, (b) and (e) are respective fibers after 
treatment in DMF at 60 °C for 24 hrs, (c) and (f) are respective fibers after treatment in 
boiling DMF for 30 min. 
 
 The average distance between individual MWNTs is obtained by tracing the 
MWNT in the cross-section as shown in Figure 2.6 (i). The average distance between the 
individual MWNT is 490 ± 270 nm and 430 ± 281 nm for partially drawn fibers and fully 
drawn fibers, respectively. At the given MWNT diameter (~53 nm), number of walls (~ 
18), and weight fraction (1 wt.%), the calculated average distance between individual 
MWNTs is about 436 nm. This is in good agreement with the observed values. A detailed  
calculation method for determining the average distance between MWNT will be 
discussed in Chapter 7. 
 
2.3.3 Structural Analysis of PAN/MWNT Composite Fibers 
  Integrated intensities and the 2-D wide angle X-ray diffraction patterns of 
PAN/MWNT composite fibers are shown in Figure 2.8. With regards to PAN crystal 
structure, two possible crystal structures, orthorhombic and hexagonal have been 
considered [114-116, 118]. Bashir et al.[120] reported that the PAN molecules can co-
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crystallize with a polar solvent to form orthorhombic unit cell and can be transformed to 
hexagonal crystal by removing the solvent. Based on this observation, the ratio of two d-
spacings in equatorial reflections (d2θ~17° / d2θ~30°) approaches the square root of three 
(~1.732) when PAN molecules form a hexagonal crystal structure. The ratio of d-
spacings for PAN/MWNT composite fibers ranged from 1.71 to 1.72 (Table 2.2), which 
means that the crystal structure of PAN became more perfect hexagonal packing[120]. It 
can be inferred from the structural analysis results summarized in Table 2.2 that 
crystallinity and fPAN are responsible for the enhanced mechanical properties of the highly 
drawn composite fibers. 
 
Figure 2.8 2D WAXD patterns of PAN/MWNT composite fibers. 
 




25 35 45 50 55 
Crystallinity (%) 52.4 53.6 63.6 63.7 67.2 
Crystal size (nm) 11.4 11.8 11.8 11.5 11.4 
d2θ~17° / d2θ~30° 1.718 1.718 1.709 1.719 1.719 
fPAN 0.864 0.876 0.890 0.894 0.903 
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2.3.4 Dynamic Mechanical Analysis 
 The storage moduli of PAN control fibers and PAN/MWNT composite fibers at 
the same draw ratios are shown in Figure 2.9. At a given draw ratio, the storage moduli of 
PAN/MWNT composite fibers are higher than that of the PAN control fibers in the entire 
temperature range [Figure 2.9 (a) and (b)]. Also, in a given system (control or composite), 
enhanced storage moduli of fibers were observed with higher draw ratios [Figure 2.9 (c) 
and (d)].  
 
Figure 2.9 Storage moduli of PAN and PAN/MWNT fibers as a function of temperature 
at a frequency of 0.1 Hz. 
 
 Tan δ of PAN control and PAN/MWNT composite fiber showed relaxation at 60 
~ 75 °C (Figure 2.10). This relaxation is known as βc transition and is related to the 
molecular motion in the helical sequence of atactic- or iso- PAN in the paracrystalline 
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region[148]. The peak point of the tan δ plot shifted to a higher temperature with the 
incorporation of MWNT. This implies that the molecular motion of PAN was restricted 
by MWNT; thus, more energy was required to initiate molecular motion. This was 
confirmed by calculating the activation energy (EA) from the Arrhenius equation; the EA 
of PAN/MWNT composite fiber is much higher than that of the PAN control fiber as 
summarized in Table 2.3. At a given draw ratio, tan δ peak position shifted to higher 
temperature and the magnitude of the tan δ decreased by the incorporation of MWNT. 
The increased βc transition temperature and activation energy in the presence of MWNTs 
support strong interaction between PAN and MWNT (Table 2.3). The higher draw-ratio 
effect on drop of tan δ magnitude for PAN/MWNT fiber is larger than that for PAN fiber. 
The βc transition temperature of PAN and PAN/MWNT increased with increasing 
frequency as summarized in Table 2.3. 
 
 





Table 2.3 Glass transition temperatures of PAN/MWNT composite fibers. 
 
Draw ratio 
βc transition temperature (°C) at various frequencies 




25 61.8 70.2 76.1 309 
35 62.6 71.1 77.1 307 
PAN/MWNT 
25 72.6 75.1 81.1 523 
35 73.6 80.0 82.0 513 









Af Aexp , 
where f, A, R, and T are frequency, constant, gas constant, and absolute temperature, 
respectively. 
 
2.3.5 Thermal Analysis  
 The first run of DSC thermograms of PAN and PAN/MWNT fibers (Figure 2.11) 
measured at a heating rate of 10 °C/min under air show a high exothermal peak around 
327 °C, whereas there was no noticeable peak in the second and third runs in both cases. 
The exothermic heat flow at the peak position was reduced for PAN/MWNT composite 
fiber, which implies that the stabilization reaction can be done under milder condition in 




Figure 2.11 DSC thermograms of (a) PAN control (DR=35) fiber, and (b) PAN/MWNT 
(1 wt.%, DR= 35) composite fiber at a heating rate of 10 °C /min. Air was purged at a 











 heating cycle were shifted upward for the purpose of clear 
comparison. Figures (c) and (d) are the results of experiments conducting during second 
trial and correspond to the first trial experiments of Figures (a) and (b), respectively. 
 
 Additional thermal analysis of PAN/MWNT was carried out at a heating rate of 
1 °C/min to see heating rate effects. At a slow heating rate (1 °C/min), the peak 
temperature position shifted to lower temperature and heat flow at the peak position is 
reduced as compared to those of a fast heating rate (10 °C/min). This implies that the 
precursor fiber can undergo mild cyclization reaction (stabilization) at a low heating rate; 
this is favorable for suppressing defective structure generation in carbon fiber.  
 At slow heating rate, the differences between PAN and PAN/MWNT 
thermograms are clear as shown in Figure 2.12. DSC thermogram of PAN/MWNT shows 
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less heat evolved during stabilization and shows residual heat of stabilization in the 
second and third runs, while that of PAN shows no distinct peaks at second and third runs.  
The stabilization of PAN/MWNT is hindered in the presence of MWNT. These 
observations are in good agreement with PAN/SWNT results conducted at 1 °C/min[79].  
The thermal analysis results are summarized in Table 2.4.  
 
Figure 2.12 DSC thermograms of (a) PAN control (DR=35) fiber and (b) PAN/MWNT 
(1 wt.%, DR=35) composite fiber at a heating rate of 1 °C /min Air was purged at a flow 











 heating cycle were shifted upward for the purpose of clear 
comparison. Figures (c) and (d) are the results of experiments conducting during second 







Table 2.4 Thermal analysis results of PAN control and PAN/MWNT composite fibers*. 
 Control MWNT 1wt.% 
Fiber diameter (μm) 13.5 13.2 
Draw ratio 35 35 
heating rate of  
10 °C /min 
∆H of 1
st
 run (kJ/g) 2.5 (2.3) 2.2 (2.2) 
Peak temperature (°C) 327 (328) 328 (328) 
heating rate of    
1 °C /min 
∆H of 1
st
 run (kJ/g) 7.1 (6.6) 4.8 (4.6) 
Peak temperature (°C) 286 (287) 287 (287) 
* ∆H and peak temperature values obtained during the second trial are listed within 
brackets.  
 
2.3.6 Stabilization and Carbonization (Vertical Mount) 
 The stress-strain curves of carbon fibers from PAN/MWNT (1 wt.%) precursor 
fibers are shown in Figure 2.13. Tensile strength and modulus increased with applied 
stress, except at 30 MPa of tension, as those fibers broke during carbonization. The 
precursor fibers contracted during heat-treatment due to the physical (entropic) and 
chemical shrinkage as discussed in Chapter 1. For this reason, maximum tension without 
fiber breakage should be used to minimize the shrinkage. The mechanical properties of 
carbon fibers produced under various stress levels are summarized in Table 2.5. The 
SEM micrographs of carbon fibers are shown in Figure 2.14. The vacant sites are 
observed in Figure 2.14 (e), and (f). Possible reasons for vacant sites are; (i) gas channels 
which can be generated by abrupt exothermic reaction, (ii) burn-out of foreign particles. 
The stabilization conditions need to be optimized further for elimination of gas channels, 




Figure 2.13 Stress-strain curves of PAN/MWNT (DR = 55) based carbon fibers produced 
under various tensions. 
 
Table 2.5 Mechanical properties of carbon fibers produced under various tension using 
PAN/MWNT precursor fibers (DR = 55). 
  
Tension applied (MPa) 
  
5 7.5 10 20 30 
Tensile strength   
(GPa) 
 




235±26 255±38 362±51 430±72 192±22 
Elongation at break 
(%) 
 





Figure 2.14 SEM micrographs of PAN/MWNT (DR = 55) based carbon fibers  (a) and 
(b) carbonized under 30 MPa tension, (c)~(f) carbonized under 7.5 MPa tension. Arrows 
indicate vacant sites. 
 
 
2.3.7 Stabilization and Carbonization (Horizontal Mount)  
 The vertical mounting carbonization study showed that higher applied stress helps 
to improve mechanical properties of the resultant carbon fiber. However, vertical 
mounting heat-treatment might have a temperature gradient problem along the vertical 
direction that can cause deviation in the mechanical properties and structure of the carbon 
fiber. Figure 2.15 shows the thermo-mechanical analyzer results for the shrinkage of 
PAN/MWNT (1 wt.%) fibers under stabilization conditions at various stress levels. The 
highest stress that can be applied during heat-treatment without breaking the fiber turned 
out to be 25 MPa, since fibers broke under a tension of 30 MPa. Based on these 
observations, horizontal mounting heat-treatment was tuned under an applied tension of 
22.5 MPa. The mechanical properties were monitored by changing the stabilization time 
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at 320 °C, since stabilization time is critical for better properties of the carbon fiber. If the 
stabilization time is too short, subsequent carbonization leads to abrupt gas formation due 
to rapid cyclization at high temperature. If the stabilization time is too long, the oxidative 
stabilization environment leads to the degradation of the fiber, resulting in poor 
mechanical properties of the carbon fiber. The mechanical properties of carbon fibers are 
summarized in Table 2.6. Carbon fiber stabilized for 42.5 minutes at 320 °C showed the 
best results with regard to tensile strength. However, the absolute tensile strength and 
modulus value are lower as compared to the previous vertical mounting results. This may 
be due to the changes in structure and the mechanical properties of the PAN/MWNT (1 
wt.%) composite precursor fiber with shelf time, as summarized in Table 2.7. The 
PAN/MWNT precursor fibers had been stored three years while fresh precursor fibers 
were used for vertical mounting carbonization study. Tensile strength, modulus, and 
elongation at break reduced after three years of shelf time. Crystal size was increased 
slightly, yet crytallinity and orientation were reduced considerably.   Shelf time adversely 
affects the mechanical properties of the precursor fiber. To prevent mechanical properties 
from diminishing, additional heat-setting processes might be needed [149-153]. 
 
 
Figure 2.15 Shrinkage behavior of PAN/MWNT (1 wt.%) composite fibers (DR=55) 
under various tension. 
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Table 2.6 Mechanical properties of PAN/MWNT (DR = 55) based carbon fibers 
produced under different stabilization times. 
  Stabilization time at 320 °C (min) 
  20 25 30 35 42.5 45 
TS
a
 (GPa)  1.91±0.50 2.10±0.48 2.28±0.47 2.27±0.45 2.31±0.47 1.79±0.45 
TM
b 
(GPa)  187±20 187±23 175±25 198±24 177±33 172±23 
Strain to 
failure (%) 
 1.0±0.2 1.1±0.2 1.2±0.2 1.2±0.3 1.3±0.3 1.1±0.3 
22.5 MPa of stress was applied during stabilization and carbonization, 
a
 Tensile strength, 
b
 Tensile modulus 
 
Table 2.7 Effect of shelf time on mechanical properties and structure of PAN/MWNT (1 
wt.%) composite fiber (DR=55). 
Shelf time  Fresh 2 years 3 years 
Diameter (µm) 10.4 ← ← 
Tensile strength (GPa) 1.34±0.13 1.11±0.10 1.12±0.08 
Tensile modulus (GPa) 26±2 24±3 23±2 
Elongation at break (%) 8.5±0.5 6.9±0.6 7.4±0.4 
Work of rupture (MPa) 57±8 40±6 42±4 
Crystallinity (%) 67.2 - 55.7 
Crystal size (nm) 11.4 - 11.8 
d2θ~17° / d2θ~30°  1.719 - 1.721 








 SEM micrographs of carbon fiber (Figure 2.16) show a smooth surface of the 
carbon fiber without vacant sites. Pulled out MWNTs on the fracture surface (Figure 2.16 
(d) and (f)) imply that different fracture mechanism was involved for PAN/MWNT 




Figure 2.16 SEM images of fractured carbon fibers (a) 45 minutes of stabilization at 





 The gel-spun PAN/MWNT fibers showed improved mechanical properties in 
comparison to the gel-spun control PAN fibers. The maximum draw ratio of the 
PAN/MWNT composite fiber was significantly higher than that of the control PAN fiber. 
This was attributed to good interaction between PAN and MWNT. The higher draw ratio 
of the composite fiber led to superior tensile strength as high as 1.3 GPa. At a given draw 
ratio, the diameter of PAN/MWNT fiber is smaller than that of the PAN fiber processed 
under the comparable processing conditions, since the MWNTs restrict PAN molecules’ 
elastic recovery which causes the die-swell (i.e larger diameter) of spun fiber. Shift of tan 
δ peak point, and enhanced activation energy, support good interaction between the PAN 
and the MWNT. SEM micrographs show good dispersion of MWNTs in the PAN matrix. 
Thermal analysis revealed that the heat of stabilization of PAN/MWNT fibers is lower 
than that of PAN fiber regardless of the heating rate. The mechanical properties of carbon 
fibers were improved by increasing the tension applied during the heat-treatment. 
Significant decrease about ~16% in tensile strength of PAN/MWNT composite fiber (1.3 
GPa) was observed after 3 years of shelf-time. This is due to the deterioration of the PAN 
structure which is confirmed by reduced crystallinity (67% of fresh fiber crystallinity 
reduced to 56% after 3 years) and PAN orientation (fPAN became 0.845 from 0.903 of 





PAN-CO-MAA/FWNT COMPOSITE PRECURSOR FIBERS AND 
THEIR CARBON FIBERS 
 
3.1 Introduction 
 PAN as a carbon fiber precursor is typically copolymerized with acidic co-
monomer since cyclization of co-polymerized PAN can be completed under milder 
conditions than the homo-polymer PAN as discussed in Chapter 1 [91, 93-94]. In this 
study, copolymerized PAN is used to prepare precursor fibers for carbon fiber production. 
The structure and tensile properties are characterized for both the precursor and the 
resulting carbon fibers. 
3.2 Experimental 
3.2.1 Materials 
 Polyacrylonitrile-co-Methacrylicacid (PAN-co-MAA; 4 wt.% of MAA content, 
Mw - 2.410
5
 g/mol) was obtained from Japan Exlan, Co. Few walled nanotubes 
(FWNT: Lot # XO021UA with 2.4 wt.% metallic impurity) were obtained from Carbon 
Nanotechnologies, Inc. (Houston, TX) and used as received. Dimethylacetamide (DMAc) 
from Aldrich co. and N, N-dimethylformamide (DMF) obtained from BDH, Inc. were 
purified by distillation before use.  
3.2.2 Solution Preparation 
 FWNTs were dispersed in DMAc or DMF by the sonication method (Branson 
3510R-MT, 100 W, 42 kHz) at a concentration of 37.5 mg/L for 24 hours. PAN-co-MAA 
polymer (12.5 g) was dried in a vacuum oven at 100 °C and dissolved in DMAc (100 
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mL) at 80 °C. The dispersed FWNT/DMAc solution was added to the PAN-co-
MAA/DMAc solution and the excess amount of solvent was evaporated by vacuum 
distillation with mechanical stirring to meet the desired solid content in the solvent (12.5 
g solids (PAN-co-MAA and FWNTs)/100 mL DMAc). Similarly, the other composite 
solutions were prepared at the CNTs concentrations with respect to the polymer of 0, 0.1, 
0.5, and 1 wt.%, respectively.  
3.2.3 Solution Rheology 
 Frequency sweep tests were conducted using an ARES rheometer (Rheometric 
Scientific, Co.) with parallel plate geometry (25 mm plate diameter and 1 mm gap 
between plates) at room temperature. The angular frequency (ω) range was set from 0.5 
to 500 rad/s at a fixed strain of 5%. The capillary rheometer measurements were carried 
out using a Dynisco LCR7001 Rheometer with an orifice of 29.97 L/D ratio (L=9.14 mm 
and D=0.305 mm) at 40 °C and 110 °C (110 °C was the spin block temperature used in 
this study and 40 °C is the lowest temperature that the capillary rheometer can stably 
maintain.). The apparent viscosity was monitored as a function of shear rate ranging from 
500~50,000 1/s. Shear rate observed in this study falls in those range (see Appendix B). 
The solid (PAN-co-MAA and FWNT) concentration of solution used for rheology study 
is 12.5 g /100 mL of solvent. The FWNT concentration with respect to solid content was 
varied 0, 0.1, 0.5, and 1 wt.%, respectively. 
3.2.4 Fiber Spinning 
 The PAN-co-MAA control and PAN-co-MAA/FWNTs composite fibers were 
spun utilizing the gel spinning technique using a Bradford University spinning unit with a 
one-hole (250 μm diameter) spinneret. The prepared solution was spun into a cold 
methanol gelation bath (-50 °C) with an air gap of 2 cm. In some cases, the fibers were 
stretched during the spinning process by increasing the take-up speed with respect to the 
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linear-jet velocity of spun fibers. Prior to the drawing process, the as-spun fibers were 
immersed in a methanol bath at a temperature of -50 °C for 72 hours. The two-step-batch-
wise drawing process was carried out: (i) the as-spun fibers were stretched at room 
temperature (namely cold-drawing). The possible maximum cold-draw ratio was varied 
depending on the composite solution. (ii) the cold drawn fibers were subsequently drawn 
again by passing them through a glycerol bath whose temperature was maintained at 
170 °C, followed by washing in ethanol and vacuum drying at 50 °C for 3 days. The total 
draw ratio was the product of the spin draw ratio, the cold-draw ratio, and the hot-draw 
ratio and was expressed respectively in parentheses (e.g. total draw ratio of 15 with spin 
draw ratio of 2, cold-draw ratio of 1.5, and hot draw ratio of 5 is expressed as 15 
(21.55) ). 
3.2.5 Characterization of Fiber 
 The tensile properties were characterized by using an RSA III solids analyzer 
(Rheometric Scientific, Co.) with a gauge length of 25.4 mm and crosshead speed of 0.25 
mm/s. For each series, 16 specimens were tested. Wide-angle X-ray diffractions of PAN-
co-MAA control and composite fibers were collected by Rigaku MicroMax 002 X-ray 
generator with confocal optics to produce Kα radiation (λ = 1.5418 Å ) and equipped with 
a R-axis IV++ detector. The crystallinity was calculated by fitting the integrated scan 
using MDI Jade 8.5.2 software, and the crystal size was calculated from the FWHM (Full 
width at half the maximum intensity) of the crystalline peaks from the equatorial scan. 
The Herman’s orientation function for the PAN crystal c-axis about the fiber axis (fPAN: 
Herman’s orientation factor) was calculated using Wilchinsky’s equation [141-142]. The 
detailed calculation method is given in previous literature [38, 43, 52, 78, 140]. Raman 
spectra were collected using Holoprobe Research 785 Raman microscopy (Kaiser optical 
system co, Ltd) equipped with a laser source with an excitation wavelength of 785 nm. 
To determine orientation, the peak intensity (base line corrected by GRAMS/Al v7.01) of 
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the tangential band (ca. 1590 cm
-1
) was read. A specimen was mounted on the angular 
stage of the Raman spectroscopy. The intensity of laser source was adjusted to 40 mW. 
For solving simultaneous equations to estimate CNTs orientation, VV and VH mode 
spectra were collected at 0° (defined direction of polarization of laser source is parallel to 
the fiber axis) and 90° (defined polarized laser is perpendicular to the fiber axis), 
respectively. The intensities at Φ = 0 (fiber axis is parallel to axis of the polarization of 
the analyzer) were obtained by changing the analyzer from VV mode (both laser source 
and analyzer are vertically polarized) to VH mode (laser source is vertically polarized 
and analyzer has horizontal polarization direction). For the case of solution specimens, a 
droplet of each composite solution was carefully placed on a silicon wafer to minimize 
flow induced orientation and then characterized. 
3.2.6 Thermal Analysis 
 Differential scanning calorimetry (DSC; TA instruments Q200) on the precursor 
fibers was conducted by heating the fibers from 150 to 400 °C at a heating rate of 10 °C 
/min (or 1 °C/min). After the 1
st
 heating scan, samples were quenched at a cooling rate of 




 heating scans were conducted under the 
identical heating rate to the 1
st
 scan. For the isothermal test, the DSC furnace temperature 
was ramped up to a given temperature (265, 295, and 325 °C, respectively) and held at 
that temperature for 6 hours.  
3.2.7 Stabilization 
 The PAN-co-MAA control fibers were stabilized and carbonized using an MHI 
H17HT2.5X24 tube type furnace with 100 mm diameter and 1500 mm length alumina 
tube (Figure 3.1). The precursor fibers were carried continuously through the tube 
furnace by IDC S21 step motor with a Reducing gear box (55:1 gear ratio) and a smart 
step controller with a keypad. For stabilization, purified air was purged and the 
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temperature of the furnace was set as given in Table 3.1. The residence time was 
calculated based on a 12 inch (305 mm) length of heating zone, divided by take-up speed. 













 285 7.5 0 1 
2
nd
 290 28.6 6 1 
3
rd
 330 50.8 0 1.6 
4
th
 350 20.3 0 1.6 
 
3.2.8 Carbonization 
 For carbonization, argon (99.999% purity) gas was purged. To confirm the 
cyclization reaction, Fourier transform infrared (FT-IR) spectroscopy was conducted on 
the stabilized fibers using a Perkin Elmer FT-IR microscope and by collecting 256 scans 
at a resolution of 4 cm
-1
. Fiber tensile fracture surfaces were observed by scanning 
electron microscopy (LEO 1530 SEM operated at 10 kV). UTHSCSA image tool 
software was used to compute the cross-sectional areas and diameters of the fibers. 
 
 
Figure 3.1 Tube furnace setup for the continuous stabilization and carbonization study. 
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3.3 Results and Discussion 
3.3.1 Dynamic Shear Rheology of PAN-co-MAA Control and PAN-co-MAA/FWNT 
Composite Solution 
 The changes in the complex viscosity of the PAN-co-MAA/FWNT solution are 
plotted in Figure 3.2 as a function of angular frequency. The complex viscosities of all of 
the solutions decreased with increasing angular frequency. It can be interpreted that the 
PAN/CNTs solution showed shear thinning behavior. The CNTs containing composite 
solutions showed higher viscosity than the control solution. The viscosity differences 
between the various solutions are noticeable in the low frequency regime, while not much 
variation is observed in the high frequency regime. So the effect of CNTs on viscosity is 
significant at low frequency rather than at high frequency, which is also observed for 
PP/MWNT melt rheology [154-155].  
 
 





 Figure 3.3 shows the storage modulus (G') and the loss modulus (G") response as 
a function of frequency for PAN-co-MAA solutions. Both moduli increase with 
frequency; the effect of nanotube content on the storage modulus is higher at a low 
frequency than at a high frequency. At a low frequency, the storage modulus increased 
rapidly as nanotube loading increased. However, the contribution of nanotube loading on 
loss modulus is not as high as that on storage modulus, even in a low frequency regime. 
Since nanotubes have a rigid rod nature, they can contribute more to the storage modulus 
than to the loss modulus. So the storage modulus of PAN/CNT solution can be affected 
by nanotube loading dominantly at low frequency which is in good agreement with the 
melt rheology of PP/MWNT[108]. At low shear rate, the CNTs remain randomly 
dispersed, or a network structure in case above the percolation threshold, and dominate 
the low frequency response since CNTs are stiffer than polymer molecules[108, 143]. On 
the other hand, the contribution from the polymer molecules becomes dominant at a high 
frequency, since the network structure of CNTs is broken. The storage (loss) moduli plots 
for PAN-co-MAA/FWNT (5 wt.% in DMF) and PAN-co-MAA/FWNT (5 wt.% in 
DMAc) are overlapped, implying that the solvent differences between DMF and DMAc 
on storage and loss moduli are negligible.  
 
 
Figure 3.3 Storage modulus G' (a) and loss modulus G" (b) of PAN-co-MAA/CNT 
solutions as a function of frequency at 25 °C. 
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  Tan δ results for frequency sweep testing are plotted in Figure 3.4. A smaller tan δ 
value implies more elastic behavior. In Figure 3.4, the tan δ values of all solutions are 
decreasing as a function of angular frequency, which implies that PAN-co-MAA/FWNT 
solutions showed more elastic behavior at a high deformation rate. By incorporating the 
nanotubes in the PAN-co-MAA solution system, the elastic modulus of the solution goes 
up, and the tan δ goes down.   
 
Figure 3.4 Frequency sweep test of tan δ of PAN-co-MAA solutions.  
 
3.3.2. Steady Shear Rheology of PAN-co-MAA Control and PAN-co-MAA/FWNT 
Composite Solutions 
 The capillary steady shear tests were conducted to determine the rheological 
behavior of the PAN-co-MAA control and composite solutions under high steady shear, 
since the shear rate of fiber spinning in this study is more than 40,000 1/s (see Appendix 
B for detailed calculation), which is not a feasible condition for dynamic rheological 
testing. The apparent viscosity values are plotted as a function of shear rate in Figure 3.5. 
As expected, both the PAN-co-MAA control and composite solutions showed shear 
thinning behavior. The viscosity of the composite solution is lower than that of the 
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control solution at a given temperature, which is opposite to the dynamic test results. The 
fully developed laminar flow can help CNT orientlong the flow direction and cause a 
viscosity drop. Based on these observations, CNTs can be thought to assist the flow of 
the spinning solution during the spinning process. 
 
Figure 3.5 Apparent viscosity versus apparent wall shear rate of PAN-co-MAA solutions. 
 
  The PAN-co-MAA polymer solution also satisfied the generalized Newtonian 






                                                     
 (3.1) 
where m is the consistency index and n is the power law index (flow behavior index). The 
m and n values of each solution are listed in Table 3.2. The n values are less than one, 
which means the solutions showed shear-thinning behavior. All the R
2
 values are >0.97, 






Table 3.2 Power law indices and R
2












Control  316.98 0.370 0.9987 
FWNT 1 wt.%  508.74 0.289 0.9824 
110 °C 
Control  192.16 0.350 0.9977 
FWNT 1 wt.%  75.588 0.410 0.9726 
 
  
 The dynamic and steady rheological behaviors of PAN-co-MAA solution are 
observed to this point. According to the Cox-Merz rule[157] there is a relationship 





























                                        (3.2) 
In Figure 3.6, the complex viscosity (η*) and Rabinowitsch [158-159] corrected steady 
shear viscosity (η) are plotted together for comparison. There is discontinuity observed 
between the shear rate (angular frequency) of 100 and 1000 (ω or ). This discontinuity 
might come from the discrepancy of the Cox-Merz rule or overestimation of viscosity 
due to the entrance pressure drop in the capillary [159]. At higher shear rate, the PAN-co-
MAA/FWNT composite solution showed lower viscosity than the control one. It is 
believed that the CNTs are aligned along the flow direction at high shear stress resulting 
in lower viscosity. This can be supported by observing the orientation of FWNT in as-
spun fiber, since schematic of capillary rheometer is very similar to that of spinning. The 
shear rate for spinning conducted in this study was marked with arrow in Figure 3.6.  The 
Herman’s orientation factor of FWNT (fFWNT) for as-spun PAN-co-MAA/FWNT (1 
wt.%) fiber is ~0.409, implying FWNT are aligned along the fiber axis. Also, fFWNT is 
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higher than the Herman’s orientation factor of PAN (fPAN=0.320). The orientation of PAN 
and FWNT will be discussed further in section 3.3.4. 
 
Figure 3.6 Comparison of viscous properties )(   and )(*  .  
 
3.3.3 Tensile Properties 
 To enhance the tensile properties of fiber, the number of inter- and intra-molecule 
entanglements should be reduced by lowering the polymer concentration. Those 
entanglements in the fiber act as defects, and the stress can be concentrated on the defect 
sites under loading. The aim of gel spinning is also to reduce the number of entanglement 
so that the polymer molecules can be aligned along the fiber axis [89]. Ideally, a semi-
dilute concentration of the polymer solution is desired for highly oriented fiber. For the 
fibers spun from a highly concentrated solution, the maximum achievable draw ratio can 
be relatively low due to the excess number of entanglements, while frequent fiber 
breakage might be observed when dilute solutions are used. This concept is illustrated in 
Figure 3.7. Practically, the concentration of polymer solution for gel spinning is higher 
than semi-dilute concentration to ensure drawing stability. The gelate as-spun fiber was 
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stretched at room temperature prior to hot temperature drawing. This room temperature 
drawing process (here-after referred as cold-drawing) helps to align the PAN molecules 
along the fiber axis[160]. 
 
 
Figure 3.7  Schematic of the entanglement control of drawability [89, 161]. 
 
 
 The tensile properties of the PAN-co-MAA control and composite fibers are 
summarized in Table 3.3. Comparison of control fibers of various draw ratio revealed 
that the higher hot draw ratio contributes the higher tensile strength and modulus. The 
number of polymer molecular entanglements which act as defect during tensile test can 
be reduced by drawing (high draw ratio. Thus, the higher draw ratio generally leads the 
higher tensile properties of PAN fiber. In this study, PAN-co-MAA control and 
composite fibers were drawn three times (namely spin-drawing, cold-drawing, and hot-
drawing). One can come up with the question “Which drawing process is optimal for 
enhancing mechanical properties?” Based on previous comparison, it can be inferred that 
the cold-drawing process contributes effectively to the enhancement of mechanical 
properties, since the former fiber was stretched 3.6 times prior to hot-drawing (2 times by 
spin-drawing and 1.8 times by cold-drawing), whereas the latter was stretched 2.7 times 
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by cold-drawing only. The PAN-co-MAA control fiber (1111) that didn’t go through 
cold-drawing exhibited poor mechanical properties. The cold-drawing improve the 
polymer crystal structure similar to the strain hardening of a metal by plastic deformation.  
















12.72 28.00.3 0.580.04 8.40.4 16.21.0 293 
12.72.6 25.30.1 0.810.12 9.50.9 18.50.7 418 
12.73.5 21.50.0 1.110.07 9.00.4 22.51.5 505 
12.74.8
§
 18.70.2 1.080.10 8.10.7 22.51.8 456 
12.75.5
§
 17.60.2 1.150.13 8.00.6 22.31.3 468 
21.83.5 17.90.1 0.920.08 8.20.6 20.11.1 405 
1111 20.60.1 0.570.07 7.10.8 15.80.6 234 
0.1 wt.% 
1  2.85.6 16.90.2 1.170.09 7.90.4 24.90.8 465 
12.95.4 16.70.3 1.140.13 8.00.6 23.31.4 457 
0.5 wt.% 12.35.0 20.50.2 0.950.08 7.30.5 22.32.0 375 
1 wt.% 
12.06.0 20.40.2 1.030.08 7.70.3 23.11.1 424 
2.01.85 16.80.1 1.110.13 7.00.6 31.71.5 427 
§
 fibers drawn by a line heater at 165 °C, 
‡
 work of rupture was obtained by calculating area under stress-
strain curve 
 
For homopolymer PAN (Mw 2.510
5 
g/mol) [122], the tensile strength achieved was 0.9 
GPa and tensile modulus was 22 GPa with total draw ratio of 51. In this study, the 
highest tensile strength of the control fiber was 1.15 GPa at a relatively low total draw 
ratio of 14.85. It can be noted that the maximum achievable cold-draw ratio decreased 
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with increasing the spin-draw ratio. For the case of control fibers, the maximum cold-
draw ratio was reduced from 2.7 to 1.8 when the spin draw ratio was increased from 1 to 
2. This implies that the orientation of PAN-co-MAA also can be increased by spin-
drawing since pre-existing orientation confines additional stretching, resulting in reduced 
draw ratio[160]. For the case of FWNT 1 wt.% composite fibers, the tensile modulus was 
improved to 31.7 GPa due to CNT reinforcement.  
3.3.4 PAN Crystal and CNT Orientation  
 The wide-angle X-ray diffraction patterns are shown in Figure 3.8 and the 
calculated results of the PAN-co-MAA control fibers are summarized in Table 3.4. The 
diffraction pattern of fully drawn PAN-co-MAA fibers showed distinct peaks on equator. 
The peak at around 2θ=16.8° corresponds to (200,110) plane of the PAN crystal and the 
peak at 2θ=29.3°  corresponds to the (310,020) plane[120]. 
 




















As spun 1.0 - 2.7 0.385 - 
12.71 2.7 - 3.1 0.558 39.5 
12.72 5.4 62 10.5 0.854 39.6 
12.72.6 7.0 62 13.8 0.854 39.7 
12.73.5 9.5 63 14.8 0.862 39.6 
12.74.8 13.0 63 14.7 0.897 39.4 
12.75.5 14.9 63 16.2 0.902 39.4 
21.81 3.6 - 3.0 0.543 40.3 
21.83.5 12.6 62 15.2 0.884 39.6 
221 4.0 - 3.3 0.564 39.7 
1111 11.0 60 12.3 0.892 39.5 
11.31 1.3 - 2.7 0.474 39.5 
a
 total draw ratio, 
b
 crystal size, 
c
 meridional peak position 
 
 The crystal size from the equatorial reflection and Herman’s orientation factor 
(fPAN), calculated using the azimuthal scan are plotted as a function of draw ratio in 
Figure 3.9 to investigate the effect of drawing. Based on WAXD results, up to total draw 
ratio ~5.4, the degree of orientation of polymer molecules increased rapidly. The 
orientation and crystal size increase very slowly above a draw ratio of seven. However, 
slight improvement in these parameters leads to enhancement in tensile properties. At 
similar levels of crystallinity (62 ~ 63%), considerable increase in crystal size was 
observed. In Figure 3.9, the fibers prepared without cold-drawing (black triangle) have a 
smaller crystal size of 12.3 nm than fibers that experienced cold-drawing (solid triangle) 
whose crystal size is 14.7 nm, although the former has a higher total draw ratio (DR=11) 
than the latter (DR=9.5).  This suggests that cold-drawing process is effective for the 
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crystal growth of PAN. This crystal growth is attributed to stress induced crystallization, 
a phenomenon well known in polymers[162-166]. 
 
Figure 3.9 Crystal size and orientation of PAN-co-MAA control fibers as a function of 
draw ratio. 
 
  WAXD results of PAN-co-MAA/FWNT composite fibers are summarized in 
Table 3.5. Herman's orientation factors of PAN-co-MAA crystal (fPAN) increased with 
advancing processing step. The crystallinity of PAN-co-MAA/FWNT composite fibers 
(63~68%) increased when compared to that of PAN-co-MAA control fiber (63%), since 
the FWNTs can act as nucleating agents for crystal growth. On the other hand, the PAN 
crystal size of FWNT 1 wt.% composite fiber decreased, as the FWNTs occupied room 
for PAN crystal growth (special hindrance). fPAN as a function of processing step and 


















As spun 1 - 2.7 0.385 - 
12.71 2.7 - 3.1 0.558 39.5 
12.75.5 14.9 63 16.2 0.902 39.4 
0.1 
wt.% 
As spun 1 - 3.0 0.343 - 
12.81 2.8 - 3.5 0.569 40.2 
12.85.6 15.68 68 16.1 0.895 39.4 
0.5 
wt.% 
As spun 1 - 2.9 0.302 - 
12.31 2.3 - 3.4 0.547 40.4 
12.35.0 11.5 65 16.1 0.877 39.4 
1 wt.% 
As spun 1 - 3.0 0.320 - 
121 2 - 3.0 0.449 39.9 
126 12 63 14.7 0.866 39.1 




Figure 3.10 Herman's orientation factor (fPAN) of PAN-co-MAA crystal as a function of 
processing step and CNT concentration. 
 
 The PAN crystal information can be obtained from WAXD, and CNT orientation 
can be monitored using Raman spectroscopy. The evaluation methods of CNT orientation 
in composite fiber using the simultaneous equations (3.3) and (3.4) are described 









































































Fiber        (3.4) 
 
where ϕ is the angle between the polarization direction of excitation laser and the fiber 





band intensity measured under VV mode (excitation laser with polarizer and analyzer 
parallel), VHFiberI
 
is Raman G-band intensity measured under VH mode (excitation laser 
with polarizer and analyzer perpendicular),
 
 )(cos2 P  is a 2
nd
 order Legendere 
polynomial, and  )(cos4 P  is a 4
th
 order Legendere polynomial. Calculated 2
nd
 order 
parameter values (Herman’s orientation factor; fFWNT) are listed in Table 3.6.  
Table 3.6 CNT orientation results from solving simultaneous equations. 
CNT (wt. %) Draw Ratio 
<P2(cos θ)> 
Result 1 Result 2 Average 
0.1 
Solution 0.0722 0.0730 0.0726 
As-spun 0.7889 0.8286 0.8087 
12.81 0.8460 0.8774 0.8617 
12.85.6 0.8404 0.8769 0.8586 
0.5 
Solution 0.1916 0.1899 0.1907 
As-spun 0.6243 0.6265 0.6254 
12.31 0.8359 0.8835 0.8597 
12.35.0 0.7993 0.8859 0.8426 
1 
Solution 0.0161 0.0214 0.0187 
As-spun 0.4032 0.4089 0.4061 
12.01 0.7841 0.8271 0.8056 
12.06.0 0.8270 0.9008 0.8639 
 
The “result 1” was obtained by substituting )0( VVFiberI  , )0( 
VH
FiberI , and )90( 
VV
FiberI  
into equation (3.3) and (3.4). Likewise, “result 2” was calculated by 
substituting )0( VVFiberI , )90( 
VH
FiberI , and )90( 
VV
FiberI  into equation (3.3) and (3.4). 
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The calculated results are averaged to minimize experimental error and are plotted in 
Figure 3.11. In composite solution, the nanotubes are randomly oriented (isotropic state). 
The CNT orientation in as-spun fibers was adversely affected by the concentration. 
The fFWNT (0.8087) in the PAN-co-MAA/FWNT (0.1 wt.%) as-spun fiber represents good 
alignment of FWNT along the fiber axis, while fFWNT decreased with increasing FWNT 
concentration. It is believed that the orientation motion of the nanotubes is hindered by 
neighboring nanotubes as nanotube concentration increases, thereby decreasing CNT 
orientation.  
 
Figure 3.11 CNT orientation as a function of processing step and CNT concentration. 
 
 For cold drawn fibers, FWNT concentration also showed adverse effect on fFWNT; 
however, it can be due to different cold-draw ratios. The orientation of CNTs in cold 
drawn fiber is almost the same as in fully drawn fibers, indicating that the degree of CNT 
orientation is almost saturated by the cold-drawing process. Fully drawn fibers showed 
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no noticeable relationship between CNT concentration and their orientation, since 
differences in fFWNT fall within the error. Also, it should be noted that the PAN crystal 
orientation is affected adversely as nanotube loading increases (fPAN of fully drawn fibers 
with 0, 0.1, 0.5, and 1 wt.% of FWNTs are 0.902, 0.895, 0.877, and 0.866, respectively 
(Table 3.4 and 3.5)). PAN polymers are easily aligned along CNTs. For this reason, PAN 
molecules in the vicinity of CNTs might reduce the average fPAN, since the best 
orientation of CNTs (fFWNT =0.8639) is lower than that of PAN (fPAN=0.902).  
 Based on WAXD and Raman results, the orientation of CNT and polymer 
molecules can be illustrated as shown in Figure 3.12. In the as-spun composite fiber, the 
nanotubes start to align along the fiber axis, while PAN crystals have much lower 
orientation. At the as-spun stage, the PAN crystal structure is not a perfectly hexagonal 
one, as can be judged from the d-spacing ratio of 1.63 of equatiorial reflections at 2θ of 
17° and 30° (Figure 3.13). After composite fibers experience cold-drawing, the nanotubes 
are well aligned along the fiber axis, yet PAN crystals are not well aligned along the fiber 
axis. The fully drawn fibers show good CNT and PAN crystal orientation. In the fully 
drawn fiber, PAN crystal exhibits hexagonal packing, as the d-spacing ratio between 17° 
and 30° of equatorial scan is close to 3  (1.72). Generally, reflection in the meridional 
scan of highly drawn PAN fibers can be deconvoluted into two peaks at 2θ~36° (zigzag 
sequence of PAN) and 2θ~40° (helical sequence of PAN) [169-170]. Although reflection 
in the meridional scan of PAN-co-MAA/FWNT composite fibers shows a single peak, 
lower peak position of the fully drawn fibers (Table 3.5) suggests more planar zigzag 
sequence of the PAN molecules. The meridional peak position of fully drawn PAN-co-
MAA/FWNT composite fibers decreased with increasing FWNT concentration (Table 
3.5). This implies that more planar zigzag sequence of PAN is feasible in the presence of 









Figure 3.13 Effect of drawing on equatorial PAN-co-MAA d-spacings (for 2θ~17° and ~ 







3.3.5 Thermal Analysis of PAN-co-MAA Precursor Fibers 
  The DSC thermograms of the PAN-co-MAA control fibers and PAN-co-
MAA/FWNT composites fibers are plotted in Figure 3.14. The ramping rate was 
10 °C/min, and 3 heating cycles were carried out under air for each sample. In both cases, 





 cycles. The heats of stabilization are 1.4 kJ/g and 1.6 kJ/g for the control and the 
PAN-co-MAA/FWNT composite fibers, respectively. The heat of stabilization is 
increased in the presence of CNTs. To evaluate the effect of heating rate, the same tests 
were performed at a ramping rate of 1 °C /min and the results are plotted in Figure 3.15. 
For DSC thermograms for control and composite show two peaks at around 230 and 
280 °C, respectively and unexpected heat evolution was observed at around 375 °C. The 
heats of stabilization are 2.1 kJ/g for the control and 2.4 kJ/g for composite fibers. For the 
control fiber, no noticeable heat evolution was observed during the second run conversely, 
the composite fiber exhibited heat evolution at 350 °C. In the stabilization process, 
cyclization and introduction of oxygen (oxidation) are involved, as discussed in Chapter 
1. The oxidation process is affected by the diffusion of oxygen, which can be slowed 
down in the presence of CNTs due to the path length. Also, mild stabilization conditions 
are originated by slow heating rate: (i) the peak value is reduced as compared to the 





Figure 3.14 DSC thermograms of (a) PAN-co-MAA (DR=12.73.5) fiber and (b)  
PAN-co-MAA/FWNT (1 wt.%, DR=12.06.0) fiber at the heating rate of 10 °C/min. 






 heating cycle were 




 heating cycle were shifted upward 






Figure 3.15 DSC thermograms of (a) PAN-co-MAA (DR=12.73.5) fiber and (b) 
PAN-co-MAA/FWNT (1 wt.%, DR=12.06.0) fiber at the heating rate of 1 °C/min. 






 heating cycle were 




 heating cycle were shifted upward 







 It is well known that the cyclization reaction mechanism of PAN homo-polymer 
is a radical mechanism while that in acid containing copolymer PAN is governed by ionic 
mechanism[83]. The heat of stabilization of the PAN-co-MAA copolymer (Mw of 
2.410
5 
g/mol), PAN-co-MAA/FWNT composite, homopolymer PAN (Mw of 2.510
5 
g/mol), and PAN/multi wall nanotube (MWNT) composite are summarized in Table 3.7 
for comparison. In all cases, the heat of stabilization was reduced by increasing the 
heating rate. The excessive localized heat can lead to inhomogeneity in the fiber by 
abrupt gas evolution. The heat of stabilization of the PAN-co-MAA control is lower than 
that of the PAN homopolymer control. This implies that the ionic mechanism generates 
less exothermic heat during the stabilization than does the radical mechanism. The 
cyclization reaction initiated around 170 °C in the case of the ionic mechanism (PAN-co-
MAA), while it initiated around 220 °C for the radical case (PAN homopolymer). Based 
on these observations, PAN-co-MAA precursor is favorable to avoid excessive heat 
during stabilization.   
Table 3.7 Summary of ∆H of stabilization (kJ/g). 
 
PAN-co-MAA (co-polymer)  PAN  (homo-polymer)  
Control 





Fiber diameter (μm)  21.5  20.4  13.5  13.2  
Drawing condition  12.73.5 126 517 517 
∆H (kJ/g) at heating rate of 
10 °C /min  (1
st
 run) 
1.4 1.6 2.4 2.2 
∆H (kJ/g) at heating rate of 
1 °C /min  (1
st
 run) 




 To judge the effect of stabilization time, 6 hours of isothermal tests were 
conducted at 265, 295, and 325 °C, which were selected from the peak position of the 
ramp test at a ramping rate of 10 °C/min (Figure 3.16). In all cases, the exothermic heat 
flow decayed after the temperature reached setting temperature. The stabilization seems 
to be complete after six hours. The heat of stabilization results of this study are 
summarized in Table 3.8. The heat of stabilization values for control fibers increased 
with increasing isothermal temperature (5.5, 7.2, and 8.8 kJ/g for 265, 295, and 325 °C, 
respectively).  
 
Figure 3.16 DSC thermograms of isothermal test of PAN-co-MAA control (a) and PAN-
co-MAA/XO021UA 1 wt.% composite (b) fibers. 
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Table 3.8 Heats of stabilization of various fibers at different isothermal conditions. 
 
PAN-co-MAA            (co-polymer) 
control FWNT 1 wt.% 
Fiber diameter (μm) 21.5 20.4 
∆H (kJ/g) 
265 °C, holding 6 hrs 5.5 5.3 
295 °C, holding 6 hrs 7.2 6.8 
325 °C, holding 6 hrs 8.8 8.3 
265 °C, holding 6 hrs →  





 To check the chances of further stabilization reaction after finishing the 
isothermal test at 265 °C, an additional isothermal temperature was imposed at 325 °C for 
four hours after the isothermal temperature test of 265 °C for six hours (Figure 3.17). 
Additional heat flow evolution was observed at the second isothermal cycle, indicating 
incompletion of stabilization after 6 hours of stabilization at 265 °C. This implies that 
more than one holding temperature is favorable to ensure the completion of stabilization. 
FT-IR spectra for the isothermal-tested DSC specimens of the control fiber (Figure 3.18) 
confirm that the unreacted nitrile band (ca. 2240 cm
-1
) still exists due to the large 




Figure 3.17 DSC thermograms of isothermal test of PAN-co-MAA control and PAN-co-





Figure 3.18 FTIR spectra of DSC run (isothermal) PAN-co-MAA/FWNT composite (1 
wt.%) fibers.  
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3.3.6 Stabilization and Carbonization of PAN-co-MAA Control Fibers 
  The stabilization conditions and associated tensile properties of the stabilized 
fibers are summarized in Table 3.9. As the cyclization reaction proceeds further, entropic 
and chemical shrinkages occur[95], so the diameter of the stabilized fiber should be 
reduced, as no contraction was allowed along the continuous furnace line. Since the 
precursor fiber diameter was used for the calculation of stresses of the stabilized fibers, 
the tensile strength and modulus are underestimated here. The elongation at break 
decreases with advancing the stabilization step, as shown in Figure 3.19. 
 














- 285 290 330 350 
Residence time 
(min) 
- 7.5 28.6 50 20 
Stretching  
(%) 
- 0 6 0 0 
Pre tension   
(gf) 
- 1 1 1.6 1.6 
Measured 
tension (gf) 
- 1 2.7~3.4 1.3~1.4 0.9 
Elongation at 
break (%) 
9.00.4 9.42.4 8.90.9 4.70.7 4.60.7 
Tensile 
Modulus* (GPa) 
22.51.5 16.210 13.001.9 11.31.9 12.21.7 
Tensile 
Strength* (GPa) 
1.110.07 0.670.1 0.600.05 0.340.03 0.310.02 




Figure 3.19 Stress-Strain curves of precursor control and stabilized fibers. 
 
 The WAXD results of the stabilized fibers are summarized in Table 3.10. As the 
stabilization step proceeds further, the diffraction patterns diffuse and the crystal size of 
PAN reduces as the PAN crystals are converted to the cyclic structure. The peak at 26° 
indicates that the graphitic crystal structure starts to form. Upon stabilization the 
conversion from PAN crystal to cyclic structure can be visualized by plotting the 
equatorial scan intensity as a function of 2θ angle as shown in Figure 3.20. The PAN 
crystal peaks at around 17° and 30° decreased as stabilization progresses, while the 
graphitic crystal peak at 26° starts to increase. The equatorial scan after the 4
th
 
stabilization step exhibits weak intensity at 17°, which implies the existence of PAN 







Table 3.10 WAXD pattern and crystal size information of PAN-co-MAA control 




















- - 1.1 1.1 1.1 
 
Judging from the intensity of the nitrile group and hydro-carbon peaks in the FT-IR 
spectra, the stabilization was almost complete after 3
rd
 step. To verify the completion of 
stabilization, the 3
rd
 step and 4
th
 step stabilized fibers were carbonized and compared. The 




Figure 3.20 WAXD spectra of equatorial scans of stabilized fibers from PAN-co-MAA 
control (DR=12.73.5) precursor. 
 
 
Figure 3.21 FTIR spectra of the precursor and stabilized fibers. Spectra were shifted to 
facilitate comparison.  
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600 600 800 1100 
Residence time 
(min) 
20.3 20.3 20.3 10.2 
Pre-tension 
(gf) 









1.5 1.5 1.6 1.5 
Modulus (GPa) 363 334 899 12724 
Tensile 
Strength (GPa) 
0.840.15 0.730.16 0.850.13 1.00.2 
Elongation at 
break (%) 
2.310.47 2.260.53 0.920.14 0.750.13 
 
 The tensile properties of the carbon fibers from the stabilized fibers after the 4
th
 
stabilization are superior to that from the stabilized fibers after the 3
rd
 stabilization. Since 
the un-cyclized structures cannot withstand the carbonization temperature, they turn into 
defects during carbonization. More perfection of structure in the 4
th
 stabilized fibers is 
responsible for the high measured tension under which they withstand without breaking 
during carbonization; these factors explain the resulting tensile properties. However, the 
fibers carbonized at 1100 °C only reached 1 GPa in tensile strength and 127 GPa in 
tensile modulus. The poor tensile properties might be due to the larger fiber diameter, 
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which requires longer reaction time for oxygen diffusion and is not favorable to minimize 
defective structure formation. Also, the stabilization and carbonization conditions should 
be optimized to enhance the tensile properties. The tensile strength and tensile modulus 
increase as carbonization temperature increases, while the diameter and elongation at 
break decrease (Figure 3.22). 
 
Figure 3.22 Effect of carbonization temperature on tensile properties (a), and diameter, 





Figure 3.23 SEM images of carbon fibers (a, b, and c: carbonized at 600 °C;  d, e, and f: 
carbonized at 800 °C; g, h, and i : carbonized at 1100 °C, respectively). 
 To observe the cross section and surface of the carbon fibers, scanning electron 
microscopy (SEM) was used (Figure 3.23). SEM image a and g showed grooves (pointed 
by arrows) on the fiber surface which might be due to the friction between the fiber and 
fiber guide during the whole procedure or the original came from gel spinning condition. 
In summary, the tensile strength and modulus increased with carbonization temperature, 
while elongation at break and diameter decreased. However, the final carbon fiber tensile 
strength is lower than the previous results presented in Chapter 2.  The tensile properties 
can be enhanced by optimizing stabilization conditions such as residence time, 







 In the low shear rate regime, viscosity of the PAN-co-MAA/FWNT (1 wt.%) 
composite solution is higher than that of the control solution without nanotubes. The 
opposite behavior was observed in the high shear rate regime. By adopting a cold-
drawing process, tensile strength of 1.15 GPa and tensile modulus of 26.1 GPa was 
achieved for the control PAN-co-MAA fibers which are higher than literature values 
(tensile strength of 0.90 GPa and tensile modulus of 22.1 GPa from gel-spun control PAN 
homopolymer fibers[122]). For PAN-co-MAA/FWNT (1 wt.%) composite fibers, cold-
drawing process facilitated the development of a fiber with a tensile modulus of 31.7 GPa 
at relatively low total draw ratio of 18. WAXD studies reveal that the highest crystal size 
of fully-drawn PAN-co-MAA fiber that went through the cold-drawing process is 16.2 
nm, whereas typical crystal size of homo-polymer gel-spun PAN fiber is about 11-12 nm. 
For comparison, for a solution-spun PAN fiber, the typical crystal size is only about 5-6 
nm. The Herman’s orientation factor of the FWNTs (fFWNT) in the PAN-co-MAA/FWNT 
(1 wt.%) fiber is higher than that of PAN (fPAN), if measured after spinning and cold-
drawing process. 
 The heat of stabilization of the PAN-co-MAA control fibers is lower than that of 
the PAN homo-polymer control fiber. For PAN-co-MAA, the heat of stabilization 
increased with incorporation of the FWNT in the fiber. The PAN-co-MAA control fibers 
are stabilized and carbonized by a continuous heat-treatment process.  
 








 Oxidized PAN has the Limiting Oxygen Index (LOI) of 40 which is good for fire 
barrier application, while the neat PAN has LOI of 21 which is equivalent to PET as 
listed in Table 4.1. Literature [171-172] reported that the fire barrier property of polymer 
can be enhanced with reduced heat release rate by incorporation of vapor grown carbon 
nanofibers (VGCNFs) due to the high thermal conductivity of VGCNFs. In this study, the 
PAN-co-MAA (methacrylic acid)/VGCNFs composite fibers were spun using dry-jet 
wet-spinning technique with VGCNFs concentration of 0, 5, and 10 wt.%, respectively 
and characterized for their mechanical properties and structural changes. 
 
Table 4.1 Limiting Oxygen Index (LOI) of various polymers[173]. 
Polymer type LOI* Polymer type LOI* 
Acrylic (PMMA) 17 PPO/HIPS 24 
Polyolefin (PE,PP) 17 Polycarbonate (PC) 25 
Polystyrene (PS) 18 Polyphenylene sulphide (PPS)[174] 34 
Polyethylene terephthalate (PET) 21 Preoxidized PAN[175] 40 
Polyacrylonitrile (PAN)[176] 21 Polyvinylchloride (PVC) 45 
Polyamide (Nylon) 24 Polytetrafluoroethylene (PTFE) >95 
* LOI: The minimum concentration of oxygen in oxygen – nitrogen mixture, required to just support 








 PAN-co-MAA (4 wt.% MAA content, Mw - 1.0810
5
 g/mol) was obtained from 
Japan Exlan, Co. Vapor grown carbon nanofibers (VGCNFs: PR-24-HHT, heat-treated at 
3000 °C) were obtained from Applied Sciences, Inc. (Cedarville, OH). N,N-
dimethylformamide (DMF) was obtained from BDH, Inc. and was used as received. 
4.2.2 Solution Preparation 
 VGCNFs were dispersed in DMF by sonication method (Branson 3510R-MT, 100 
W, 42 kHz) at a concentration of 0.5g/300mL for 24 hours. PAN-co-MAA polymer (28.5 
g) was dried in vacuum at 100 °C and dissolved in DMF (100 mL) at 80 °C. 
VGCNFs/DMF dispersion was added to the PAN-co-MAA/DMF solution and the excess 
amount of solvent was evaporated by vacuum distillation with mechanical stirring to 
meet desired solid content in solvent [30 g solids (PAN-co-MAA and VGCNFs)/100 mL 
DMF]. Similarly, the other composite solutions with 30g solids were prepared at the 
VGCNF concentration with respect to the polymer of 0, 5, and 10 wt.%, respectively.  
4.2.3 Solution Rheology 
 Solution rheology was conducted according to the same procedure and conditions 
described in 3.2.3 except for capillary steady shear test which was conducted only at 
40 °C. 
4.2.4 Fiber Spinning 
 The PAN-co-MAA control and the PAN-co-MAA/VGCNFs composite fibers 
were spun at 40 °C by dry-jet wet-spinning using the laboratory scale spinning system 
manufactured by Bradford University Research Ltd. with single-hole spinneret (250 μm 
diameter). The prepared solution was spun into the coagulation media (maintained at 
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room temperature) with air gap of about 2 – 3 cm. The schematic of the spinning set up is 
shown in Figure 4.1.  
 
 
Figure 4.1 The schematic of spinning setup for dry-jet wet-spinning of the PAN-co-
MAA/VGCNFs composite fibers. 
 
 
A 635 mesh (20 μm) stainless steel filter pack (Purolator EFP, Inc) was used in the 
spinning line. DMF/Water volumetric ratios in the coagulation baths (bath 1 and 2) and 
drawing bath (bath 3) were 60/40, 10/90, and 0/100, respectively. Bath 1 and 2 were 
maintained at room temperature, while the drawing bath (bath 3) was maintained at 95 - 
98 °C. Fibers were drawn by passing through drawing bath at various draw ratios 
followed by vacuum drying at 50 °C for 3 days. Figure 4.2 shows PAN control, and 
PAN/VGCNFs composite fibers on spools.  
 
 
Figure 4.2 Photograph of the PAN-co-MAA and PAN-co-MAA/VGCNFs composite 




4.2.5 Characterization of Fibers 
 The PAN-co-MAA and PAN-co-MAA/VGCNF fibers are characterized as 
described in the previous Chapter 2 and 3. 
4.3. Results and Discussion 
4.3.1 Dynamic and Steady Shear Rheology of PAN-co-MAA Control and PAN-co-
MAA/VGCNF Composite Solutions 
 The changes in complex viscosity of PAN-co-MAA and PAN-co-MAA/VGCNF 
solutions as a function of angular frequency are expressed in Figure 4.3. The complex 
viscosity of composite solution is lower than that of the control solution. This is because 
the weight content of the PAN-co-MAA polymer in the composite solution is lower than 
that of the control (28.5 g, and 27 g for VGCNF 5 wt.% and 10 wt.%, respectively vs. 30 
g for control solution) to meet total solid contents of 30 g. Likewise, the  tan δ of the 
PAN-co-MAA/VGCNF composite solution is higher than that of the PAN-co-MAA 
control solution (Figure 4.4), implying that composite solution is less elastic due to the 





Figure 4.3 Frequency sweep test of complex viscosity of PAN-co-MAA/VGCNF 
solutions. PAN-co-MAA 30 g for control solution, PAN-co-MAA 28.5 g/VGCNF 1.5 g 
(5 wt.%), and PAN-co-MAA 27 g/VGCNF 3 g (10 wt.%) for composite solution, are 
dissolved, respectively in 100 mL DMF. 
 
 Figure 4.5 shows static rheology results of the PAN-co-MAA control and the 
PAN-co-MAA/VGCNF composite solutions. Though the molecular weight of PAN-co-
MAA used in this chapter is lower than that in Chapter 3, apparent viscosity of the former 
control solution is higher than that of the latter due to higher concentration. All capillary 
results showed good agreement with Power law model whose parameters are summarized 





Figure 4.4 Loss factor (tan δ) of the PAN-co-MAA, and the PAN-co-MAA/VGCNF 
solutions as a function of angular frequency. PAN-co-MAA 30 g for control solution, 
PAN-co-MAA 28.5 g/VGCNF 1.5 g (5 wt.%), and PAN-co-MAA 27 g/VGCNF 3 g (10 




Figure 4.5 Apparent viscosity versus apparent wall shear rate by capillaries of the PAN-
co-MAA/VGCNF solutions. PAN-co-MAA 30 g for control solution, PAN-co-MAA 28.5 
g/VGCNF 1.5 g (5 wt.%), and PAN-co-MAA 27 g/VGCNF 3 g (10 wt.%) for composite 




 Based on the dynamic and static rheological results, the viscosities of the PAN-
co-MAA control and the PAN-co-MAA/VGCNF (10 wt.%) composite solution are 
plotted in Figure 4.6 using Cox-Merz rule. The viscosity of composite solution is lower 
than that of control throughout the whole shear rate range, since the PAN-co-MAA 
concentration (27 g in 100 mL DMF) of composite solution is lower than that (30 g in 
100 mL DMF).  
 
Table 4.2 Power law indices and R
2








Control 756 0.372 0.993 
5 wt.% 380 0.432 0.984 





Figure 4.6 Comparison of viscous properties )(  and )(*  . PAN-co-MAA 30 g for 
control solution, PAN-co-MAA 28.5 g/VGCNF 1.5 g (5 wt.%), and PAN-co-MAA 27 




4.3.2 Tensile Properties 
 The diameter of the solution-spun PAN-co-MAA/VGCNF fiber became smaller 
than that of the PAN-co-MAA control one produced under similar drawing conditions as 
VGCNF loading increased (Figure 4.7).  This implies that the die swell of polymer 
solution extrudate was suppressed by the presence of VGCNF and is consistent with gel 
spun fiber results discussed in Chapter 2 and melt rheology results of PP/MWNT in 
literature[108]. The VGCNFs can be aligned along the flow in the spinneret and help to 
reduce the die swell during the spinning. The spin pack pressure during the spinning of 
composite solution (10 kgf ) was lower than that of control one (20 kgf) implying that 
lower viscosity of composite solution than control solution at spinning condition. The 
PAN-co-MAA/VGCNF composite solution spun more stably without fiber breakage than 
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the PAN-co-MAA control solution, even though the viscosity of former was lower than 
the latter. Higher the viscosity (η)/surface tension (α) ratio of a material, the higher is the 
spinning stability according to Ziabicki’s correlation between η and α [177]. Though not 
measured in this study, the surface tension of the PAN-co-MAA/VGCNF composite 
solution should be lower than that of the PAN-co-MAA control solution to make the η/α 
ratio large. The diameters of the PAN-co-MAA control and the PAN-co-MAA/VGCNF 
composite fibers at various drawing conditions are summarized in Table 4.3 and 5.4. 
 
 
Figure 4.7 Diameter changes of the PAN-co-MAA control and the PAN-co-



























0.6   6.7 54.8 34015 9.40.2 7.30.4 151 
0.6   8 49.4 50043 12.10.4 8.50.8 254 
0.6   9.5 45.9 53056 12.90.5 7.20.6 224 
1   6 46.2 43037 11.10.4 9.30.9 254 
1   7 44.1 47049 11.70.3 8.50.9 244 
1   8 40.1 50067 12.50.5 7.91.0 236 
3   3 37.1 36024 9.60.2 10.81.0 254 
3   4 32.0 44033 12.20.3 8.00.9 224 
3   5 28.6 48038 13.30.3 6.80.7 203 
5   3 28.9 42027 11.50.3 7.40.6 193 
§








































1.5 g ,    
PAN-co-
MAA          
28.5 g) 
0.3   8 66.4 48029 12.40.5 7.90.4 233 
1   3 60.3 2305 7.50.3 8.60.3 141 
1   5 46.6 43018 11.80.5 9.40.6 262 
1   7 40.1 51020 13.10.4 8.10.4 252 
3   3 35.6 32015 9.60.2 11.31.0 263 
3   4 30.2 41055 11.80.5 11.80.5 262 
3   5 27.1 45021 13.00.4 7.90.5 233 
3   5.5 26.6 46015 13.30.3 6.60.4 192 
5   2 33.4 2506 8.30.4 12.70.9 242 
5   3 27.8 35022 11.00.4 9.31.4 234 
5   4.1 23.7 37019 11.60.3 6.11.4 142 
10 wt.% 
(VGCNF 
3 g ,        
PAN-co-
MAA         
27 g) 
0.6   6.5 48.9 36018 12.10.5 6.00.5 142 
1   3 55.6 1804 7.30.2 5.80.3 70.4 
1   5 43.4 3104 10.60.3 6.90.6 151 
1   6.4 38.7 3907 12.40.3 6.40.5 161 
2   3.5 36.5 26039 9.90.9 6.40.3 111 
2   4.5 32.9 31011 10.60.4 6.80.5 141 
2   5.6 29.3 41012 12.80.5 6.71.0 183 
3   3.5 31.9 21046 7.63.0 8.10.8 123 
3   4.2 27.3 35010 11.90.4 7.30.4 171 
3   5 24.9 41018 12.80.5 6.60.4 172 
4   4.4 23.2 40018 12.81.0 7.30.8 203 
§
 SDR   HDR  
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The stress-strain curves of the fully drawn (DR=15) PAN-co-MAA control and PAN-co-
MAA/VGCNF composite fibers show that they have similar tensile modulus (about 13 
GPa) but have different tensile strength (Figure 4.8). Micro-voids are observed in cross-
section of PAN-co-MAA/VGCNF fibers (VGCNF 5 wt.% :Figure 4.9 (a), and (b) and 
VGCNF 10 wt.%: Figure 4.9 (e), and (f), respectively). These voids could be the reason 
for lower tensile strength of PAN-co-MAA/VGCNF composite fibers when compared 
with that of control fibers, thought dispersion of VGCNF is good in both 5 wt.% (Figure 
4.9 (b)), and 10 wt.% (Figure 4.9 (f). Figure 4.9 (c), (d), (g), and (h) exhibited fractured 
surface of PAN-co-MAA/VGCNF composite fibers. Fibrillated fiber cross-sections are 
observed in Figure 4.9 (c) and (g), implying good adhesion between PAN-co-MAA and 
VGCNF.  
 
Figure 4.8 Stress-strain relationship of the PAN-co-MAA control and the PAN-co-
MAA/VGCNF composite fibers. All the fibers have total draw ratio 15. 
 To investigate the effect of spin-drawing on mechanical properties, the PAN-co-
MAA control and the PAN-co-MAA/VGCNF composite fibers were prepared at various 
drawing conditions and their mechanical properties are summarized in Table 4.3 (PAN-
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co-MAA control fibers), and Table 4.4 (PAN-co-MAA/VGCNF composite fibers). 
Maximum hot draw ratio was pursued for each as-spun fiber with different spin-draw-
ratio to achieve the highest mechanical properties. For control fibers, as the spin-draw-
ratio increased from 0.6, 1, 3, and to 5, the maximum hot draw ratio decreased as 9.5, 8, 5, 
and 3, respectively. Resulting total-draw-ratios were 5.7, 8, 15, and 15 respectively. Also, 
the tensile strength of the drawn fibers decreased from 530, to 500, 480, and finally to 
420 MPa with increasing spin draw ratio (Figure 4.10), whereas the tensile modulus 
reaches 13 GPa in most cases except for SDR 5 (Figure 4.11) sample. James et al. [160] 
derived mathematical relation between pre-existing orientation and natural draw ratio (the 
amount of strain when stable neck form during deformation[177]) and concluded that the 
natural draw ratio of polymeric materials decreases with increasing existing orientation. 
In this sense, the maximum hot draw ratio decreased with increasing spin draw ratio as 
summarized in Table 4.3 and 5.4. Higher hot draw ratio fiber with lower spin draw ratio 
showed better mechanical properties (Table 4.3 and 5.4).  
 Composite fibers containing 5 wt.%  VGCNF showed similar trend of tensile 
strength to that of the control fibers. The PAN-co-MAA/VGCNF (5 wt.%) composite 
fibers with the higher spin draw ratio showed the lower tensile strength except spin draw 
ratio of 0.3 as shown in Figure 4.10 (a). The diameter of fully drawn fiber with spin draw 
ratio of 0.3 is the largest among the fully drawn fibers and this could be the reason for 
slightly lower tensile strength than the overall trend. 10 wt.% VGCNF incorporated 
composite fibers showed different tensile strength trends as compared to the previous 
cases as shown in Figure 4.10 (b). Failure to follow the trend in this case comes from low 
hot draw ratio. Jain et al. [112] observed voids at the ends of VGCNF in his solution-spun 




Figure 4.9 SEM micrographs of PAN-co-MAA/VGCNF (5 wt.%) composite fibers: (a)~(d) and PAN-co-MAA/VGCNF (10 wt.%) 







Figure 4.10 Tensile strength at various spin draw ratios (a) PAN-co-MAA control and 
PAN-co-MAA/VGCNF (5 wt.%) composite fibers, (b) PAN-co-MAA/VGCNF (10 
wt.%) composite fibers. 
 
Based on this assumption, large population of voids at both ends of VGCNF could be the 
reason for lower draw ratio. Also tensile moduli of 10 wt.% VGCNF composite fibers are 
slightly lower than that of control fibers as shown in Figure 4.11. 
 






4.3.3 Structural Changes by Processing 
 WAXD 2D patterns and integrated scans of the PAN-co-MAA control, and the 
PAN-co-MAA/VGCNF composite fibers are shown in Figure 4.12. Graphite peak at 
2θ~26° appears as sharp arc, of which intensity increases as VGCNF loading increases. 
The average graphite crystal size is 15.8 ± 1.3 nm (L002 column in Table 4.6) by using 
full width at half maximum of graphite peak at 2θ~26° which is in good agreement with 
reported value of ~17 nm in literature [136]  
 
Figure 4.12 WAXD photograph and integrated scan for fully drawn (a) PAN-co-MAA 
control (HDR=8), (b) PAN-co-MAA/5 wt.% VGCNF (HDR=7), and (c) PAN-co-




 The ratio between two d-spacings at 2θ~17° and at 2θ~30° of the solution-spun 
PAN-co-MAA fibers are plotted in Figure 4.13 with gel-spun control fiber results for 
comparison. The d-spacing ratio (2θ~17°/2θ~30°) of gel-spun fiber increases with 
increasing total draw ratio and approaches square root of three (~1.732) as shown in 
Figure 4.13 in solid circles, while that of solution-spun fiber remains similar (1.692 
~1.725) regardless of total draw ratio. Differences in the amount of residual solvent in the 
as spun fiber could be the reason: residual solvent in the solution as-spun fiber could be 
smaller than that in the as-spun fiber by using gel spinning technique. The detailed d-
spacing at 2θ~17°, at 2θ~30°, and their ratio are summarized in Table 4.5, and 5.6. 
 
 
Figure 4.13 Comparison of d-spacing ratio as a function of total draw ratio between gel-
spun and solution spun fibers (a) PAN-co-MAA (2.410
5
 g/mol) control gel spun fiber 
and PAN-co-MAA (1.0810
5
 g/mol) control solution spun fiber (b) PAN-co-MAA 
(2.410
5
 g/mol)/FWNT (1 wt.%) gel spun fiber and PAN-co-MAA (1.0810
5
 
g/mol)/VGCNF ( 5 wt.%) solution spun fiber. 
 
 The average meridional peak position of the fully drawn PAN-co-MAA/VGCNF 
composite fibers decreased with increasing VGCNF concentration (39.8° ± 0.10, 39.6° ± 
0.13, and 39.5° ± 0.17 for the solution-spun PAN-co-MAA control, the PAN-co-
MAA/VGCNF (5wt.%), and the 10 wt.% composite fibers, respectively Table 4.5 and 






















As spun 0.6 45.4 4.3 0.008 40.54 0.51977 0.30303 1.7152 
As spun  1 43.6 4.3 0.022 40.35 0.52155 0.30419 1.7145 
As spun  3 42.8 4.0 0.040 40.80 0.51673 0.30325 1.7039 
As spun  5 43.7 3.9 0.069 40.66 0.51960 0.30408 1.7087 
0.66.7 4 52.1 6.0 0.602 39.80 0.52377 0.30628 1.7101 
0.68 4.8 50.5 5.8 0.591 39.80 0.52667 0.30823 1.7086 
0.69.5 5.7 52.0 6.0 0.604 39.80 0.52598 0.30818 1.7067 
16 6 47.7 4.9 0.552 39.82 0.52782 0.30603 1.7247 
17 7 49.8 5.3 0.588 39.82 0.52528 0.30540 1.7199 
18 8 51.6 5.9 0.609 39.77 0.52548 0.30793 1.7064 
33 9 50.9 4.7 0.470 39.95 0.52500 0.30582 1.7166 
34 12 51.5 5.6 0.545 39.84 0.52514 0.30724 1.7092 
35 15 52.7 5.8 0.596 39.76 0.52619 0.30863 1.7049 
53 15 51.0 5.2 0.545 39.97 0.52702 0.31154 1.6916 
† Herman’s orientation factor of PAN, ‡ meridional peak position, d2θ~17°  d-spacing at 2θ~17°, d2θ~30°  d-spacing at 2θ~30° 
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/d2θ~30° 
5 wt.% 




0.52145 0.30491 1.7101 




0.52268 0.30236 1.7286 




0.52463 0.30892 1.6982 




0.52148 0.30479 1.7109 
0.328  2.6 51.6 5.4 18 3.4 0.569 0.697 39.71 0.52457 0.30840 1.7009 
13  3 47.7 4.9 17.6 3.9 0.340 0.643 39.63 0.52628 0.30560 1.7221 
15  5 49.2 5.0 17.6 3.0 0.459 0.691 39.75 0.52563 0.30533 1.7215 
17  7 50.4 5.4 13.7 3.2 0.570 0.705 39.53 0.52638 0.30687 1.7153 
33  9 51.9 4.7 16.1 3.7 0.422 0.651 39.46 0.52514 0.30609 1.7156 
34  12 53.6 4.9 16.4 3.4 0.478 0.690 39.45 0.52473 0.30747 1.7066 
35  15 53.4 5.0 16.8 3.9 0.559 0.711 39.60 0.52451 0.30796 1.7258 
35.5  16.5 53.9 5.2 15.2 3.3 0.549 0.719 39.67 0.52547 0.30646 1.7146 
52  10 49.9 4.8 15.1 3.2 0.378 0.657 39.42 0.52469 0.30649 1.7119 
53  15 52.7 4.9 14.0 4.5 0.461 0.679 39.39 0.52456 0.30848 1.7004 




 VGCNF crystal size from equatorial scan, 
b
 VGCNF crystal size from meridional scan, § Herman’s orientation factor of VGCNF 
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As spun 0.6 44.3 3.9 15.3  0.024 0.460  0.52492 0.30486 1.7218 
As spun  1 41.1 3.2 16.2  0.022 0.441  0.52284 0.30399 1.7199 
As spun  2 45.8 3.3 15.5  0.028 0.500  0.52549 0.30710 1.7111 
As spun  3 44.5 3.2 15.7  0.044 0.514  0.52092 0.30698 1.6969 
As spun  4 45.1 3.6 15.6  0.052 0.510  0.52416 0.30307 1.7295 
0.576.5  3.7 51.1 5.3 16.7 3.4 0.510 0.643 39.41 0.52648 0.30640 1.7182 
13  3 47.9 5.4 15.9 3.5 0.346 0.617 39.62 0.52587 0.30490 1.7247 
15  5 51.4 5.1 17.1 3.3 0.471 0.637 39.45 0.52688 0.30597 1.7219 
16.4  6.4 52.4 5.3 17.1 3.3 0.528 0.632 39.40 0.52731 0.30633 1.7213 
23.5  7 49.8 5.3 15.5 3.5 0.433 0.626 39.59 0.52664 0.30594 1.7213 
24.5  9 50.3 5.1 15.0 3.4 0.497 0.646 39.44 0.52591 0.30574 1.7201 
25.6  11.2 51.1 5.2 18.1 2.6 0.543 0.643 39.67 0.52623 0.30569 1.7214 
33.5  10.5 49.6 4.8 15.9 3.0 0.438 0.630 39.32 0.52764 0.30604 1.7240 
34.2  12.6 50.3 5.1 16.7 3.3 0.554 0.585 39.68 0.52805 0.30999 1.7034 
35  15 51.6 5.1 16.7 2.8 0.555 0.583 39.78 0.52563 0.30879 1.7022 




 VGCNF crystal size from equatorial scan, 
b
 VGCNF crystal size from meridional scan, 
§
 Herman’s orientation factor of VGCNF
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 Comparison of crystal size of fully drawn fiber revealed that higher the spin draw 
ratio of as-spun fiber, the smaller is the crystal size achieved after hot-drawing (Figure 
4.14). Also the crystal size of fully drawn fibers with same SDR decreased with 
increasing VGCNF content. These observations confirmed strong relation between hot 
draw ratio and crystal size because the maximum achievable hot draw ratio decreases 
with SDR[160], and VGCNF content. Crystallinity and crystal size of solution-spun 
fibers (control and composite) at given spin draw ratio increased as hot draw ratio 
increased (Figure 4.15). 
 
 
Figure 4.14 Comparison of crystal size of the fully drawn PAN-co-MAA control and the 
PAN-co-MAA/VGCNF composite fibers with various spin draw ratio. Hot draw ratio of 





Figure 4.15 (a) Crystallinity, and (b) Crystal size of PAN-co-MAA and PAN-co-MAA/VGCNF fibers at various draw ratios. 
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4.3.4 Orientation of PAN Crystal and VGCNF 
 The orientation of PAN is determined by the azimuthal scan at 2θ~17° and that of 
VGCNF can be obtained from the azimuthal scan at 2θ~26°. However, the azimuthal 
scan at 2θ~26° also contains intensities coming from PAN (201) and (310,020) crystals. 
This can be observed in Figure 4.16 (a) and overlap of de-convoluted integrated scans at 
2θ~26° as shown in Figure 4.12. Thus, intensities from PAN (201) and (310,020) crystals 
at 2θ~26° should be subtracted from original azimuthal scan. Figure 4.16 shows (i) 
original azimuthal scan at 2θ~26°, (ii) intensities from PAN (201) and (310,020) crystals 
at 2θ~26°, and (iii) corrected Azimuthal scan at 2θ~26° after subtraction azimuthal scan 
of (ii).  
 
Figure 4.16 (a) Original, and corrected intensity of azimuthal scan for the PAN-co-
MAA/VGCNF (1 wt.%) composite fiber (DR=35), (b) azimuthal 2D pattern of graphite 




 The VGCNFs used in this study have double-layer structure as shown in Figure 
4.17[136]. The outer graphite layer lies parallel to the VGCNF axis while inner graphite 
layer forms stacked cup geometry and has angle of between VGCNF axis[136]. As a 
result, the intensities coming from inner and outer graphite layer are combined in 
azimuthal scan. The corrected azimuthal scan in Figure 4.16 was de-convoluted into three 
peaks (Figure 4.18); de-convoluted blue line for outer graphite wall of double layer 
VGCNF and two green intensities come from inner graphite wall of which direction has 
angle of 14 degrees between VGCNF axis, which is in good agreement with literature 
value (11~17°) [136]. The de-convoluted blue line was used for evaluation of Herman’s 
orientation factor of VGCNF (fVGCNF). 
 Calculated Herman’s orientation factor of PAN (fPAN) and  fVGCNF are summarized 
in Table 4.5 and 5.6. The fPAN of as-spun fiber is poor (~0.07), whereas  fVGCNF for as-
spun fiber is ~0.56 implying that orientation of VGCNF occurs before PAN crystal 
orientation. The highest fPAN for solution-spun fiber is as high as 0.61 (Table 4.5), 
whereas that for gel-spun fiber is 0.90 (Table 3.5 in Chapter 3). For solution spun fiber, 
hot-drawing was performed at lower temperature (100 °C) as compared to the draw 
temperature used for gel-spun fiber (170 °C). Higher drawing temperature above Tg gives 
enough mobility to the entangled PAN molecules so that they can be drawn to higher 
draw ratio. Thus, molecular orientation increases along the drawing direction.  
 Spin draw also contributes to fPAN as shown in Figure 4.19 (a). At the same hot 
draw ratio, fPAN increased with spin draw ratio (SDR). The Herman’s orientation factor of 
VGCNF (fVGCNF) also increased with SDR and hot draw ratio (HDR) as shown in Figure 
4.19 (b). The fVGCNF decreases with increasing the amount of VGCNF loading at given 
draw ratio as shown in Figure 4.19 (b). This suggests that orientation of VGCNFs is also 
affected by their concentration, since VGCNF in high concentration has more chance to 





Figure 4.17 (a) Transmission electron micrograph, and (b) high resolution transmission 






Figure 4.18 Peak fitted corrected azimuthal scan at 2θ~26º (after Figure 4.16).  
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 The PAN-co-MAA/VGCNF composite fibers exhibit smaller diameter than that 
of the control fibers, at comparable processing conditions. This is a result of reduced die-
swell in the presence of VGCNF. This also implies that good interaction between the 
PAN-co-MAA molecules and the VGCNF. The mechanical properties of the PAN-co-
MAA composite fibers are comparable (at 5 wt.% VGCNF) or slightly lower (at 10 wt.% 
VGCNF) than the control fibers. Micro-voids observed in the cross-section of composite 
fiber could be the reason for low mechanical properties of the solution-spun PAN-co-
MAA/VGCNF fibers. Mechanical properties of the PAN-co-MAA control, and the PAN-
co-MAA/VGCNF (5 wt.%) composite fibers increased with decreasing spin-draw ratio, 
whereas that of the composite fibers with 10 wt.% VGCNF loading showed opposite 
trend due to poor fiber drawability. The crystal size of PAN-co-MAA decreased with 
increasing VGCNF concentration. The d-spacing ratio (d2θ~17° / d2θ~30°) of the solution-
spun PAN-co-MAA fiber was around square root of three (~1.732) regardless of the total 
draw ratio, whereas that of the gel-spun PAN-co-MAA fiber increased from ~ 1.63 (as-
spun fiber) to square root of three (drawn fiber). The new method for evaluation of 
double-layer VGCNF orientation in composite fibers was developed. In the case of as-
spun fiber, the Herman’s orientation factors of VGCNF (fVGCNF) is much higher than that 
of PAN crystal (fPAN) implying that orientation of VGCNF occurs before PAN crystal 
orientation. For as-spun PAN-co-MAA/VGCNF fiber, PAN orientation (fPAN) increases 
with increasing spin draw ratio (SDR). At a given hot-draw ratio, fPAN increases with spin 




GEL SPINNING OF HIGH MOLECULAR WEIGHT PAN/CNT 
  
5.1 Introduction 
 To increase the tensile strength of PAN fiber, number of defects across the cross 
section of fiber should be decreased. Possible defects are foreign particles, voids, chain 
ends, and entanglement[88]. Number of chain end defects can be reduced by using high 
molecular weight PAN for spinning[89]. In this study, gel spinning of high molecular 
weight PAN was attempted to enhance the mechanical properties of precursor fiber.  
5.2 Experimental 
 5.2.1 Materials 
 Three different polymers were obtained from Japan Exlan, Co.; (i) 
Polyacrylonitrile (PAN homopolymer, Mw - 7.010
5
 g/mol), (ii) Polyacrylonitrile-co-
Methacrylicacid (PAN-co-MAA; 4 wt.% of MAA content, Mw - 4.710
5
 g/mol), and (iii) 
Polyacrylonitrile-co-Itaconicacid (PAN-co-IA; 2 wt.% of IA content, Mw - 5.210
5
 
g/mol). For bi-component spinning, Polymethylmethacrylate (PMMA, Mw – 3.510
5
 
g/mol, Sigma-Aldrich Co. Ltd.) was used as sacrificial shell component which can be 
removed after spinning. Few walled nanotubes (FWNT: Lot # XO122UA with 2.4 wt.% 
metallic impurity) were obtained from Carbon Nanotechnologies, Inc. (Houston, TX) and 
used as received. Dimethylacetamide (DMAc) received from Aldrich co. was purified by 
distillation before use.  
5.2.2 Solution Preparation 
 Control and composite solution preparation followed the procedure described in 
Chapter 3. For homopolymer PAN spinning, control solution was prepared at 
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concentration of 9 g/ 100 mL of DMAc. PAN-co-MAA of 8.5, 9, or 11 g was dissolved 
in 100 mL DMAc for each trial of spinning with molecular weight of 4.7105 g/mol. 
Likewise, solid contents of 10, 10.5, and 12 g in 100 mL DMAc solution were prepared 
for spinning of PAN-co-IA. For bi-component spinning, 30 g of PMMA was dissolved in 
100 mL DMAc as sacrificial component solution. 
5.2.3 Solution Rheology 
 Dynamic frequency sweep tests were conducted as described in Chapter 3. Three 
different solutions are prepared for dynamic rheology study; (i) PAN-co-MAA (2.4105 
g/mol, 12.5 g)/DMAc (100 mL),  (ii) PAN-co-MAA (4.7105 g/mol, 11 g)/DMAc (100 
mL), and (iii) PAN-co-IA (5.2105 g/mol, 11g)/DMAc (100 mL).  
5.2.4 Fiber Spinning 
 Various spinning techniques were combined with gel-spinning to obtain small 
diameter precursor fibers. The spun fibers were drawn at room temperature, and were 
subsequently re-drawn at 170 °C in glycerol bath. 
5.2.4.1 Multi-Filament Spinning 
 The PAN-co-IA control and the PAN-co-IA/FWNTs composite fibers were spun 
by utilizing gel spinning using Bradford University spinning unit with seven-hole 
spinneret. For gel spinning of the PAN-co-IA control fiber, seven-hole spinneret with 250 
μm diameter orifice was used. The PAN-co-IA/FWNT composite solution was gel spun 
by utilizing seven-hole spinneret whose orifice diameter is100 µm. 
5.2.4.2 Bi-Component Fiber Spinning 
 To make small diameter fibers, bi-component spinning with core (PAN-co-IA)-
shell (PMMA) geometry was tried using the laboratory scale bi-component spinning 
equipment manufactured by Hills, Inc. The schematic setup for bi-component spinning is 
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shown in Figure 5.1. The orifice diameter of spinneret was 250 µm, and temperature of 
spin block and spinneret was maintained at 110 °C. The volumetric flow rates of core and 
shell component were set equally at 1.0 cm
3
/min, which is equivalent to the linear jet 
speed of 40 m/min. The as-spun fiber was immersed into gelation medium (methanol) of 
which temperature was maintained at - 50 °C. The air gap between spinneret and gelation 
bath was maintained at 2 cm. The as-spun fibers were collected on plastic spools at two 
different speeds, 40, and 120 m/min to achieve spin draw ratio of 1, and 3, respectively. 
Then the as-spun fibers were preserved in methanol at temperature of - 50 °C for 24 
hours to ensure gelation. The shell component (PMMA) was removed during the cold-











5.2.4.3 Gel Spinning 
 Gel spinning of all three high molecular weight PAN was conducted using smaller 
diameter spinneret (diameter of 120 µm). Other spinning conditions and process 
parameters are same with what described in Chapter 3.  
5.2.5 Characterization of Fibers 
 The fibers prepared in this study are characterized as described in the previous 
Chapters 2 and 3. 
 
5.3 Results and Discussion 
5.3.1 Dynamic Shear Rheology of High Molecular Weight PAN Solutions 
 The changes in complex viscosity of various PAN solutions from dynamic 
frequency sweep test are shown in Figure 5.2. The high molecular weight PAN-co-MAA 
and PAN-co-IA solutions (4.7105 g/mol, and 5.2105 g/mol, respectively) showed 
considerable shear thinning behavior as compared to the solution of low molecular 
weight PAN-co-MAA (2.4105 g/mol). The viscosities of high molecular weight PAN-
co-MAA and PAN-co-IA solutions are much higher than that of low molecular weight 
PAN-co-MAA solutions at lower frequency, and decrease very fast and start to converge 
with plot of low molecular weight PAN-co-MAA solution. This is in good agreement 
with high molecular weight solution behavior during solution preparation and spinning; 
(i) while preparing solution, the viscosity of high molecular weight solution (11 g /100 ml 
DMAc) was higher than that of low molecular weight (12.5 g/100 mL DMAc). The 
former needed more time to flow and to drop the same amount of solution from glass rod 
dipped and taken out of solution. (ii) during spinning, the viscosity of higher molecular 
weight solution was observed to be lower [pressure value (~8 kgf) on extruding ram at a 
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given extruding-ram speed was lower than that (~15 kgf) in low molecular weight 
solution spinning case). 
 
 
Figure 5.2 Dynamic complex viscosity of various PAN solutions.  
 
5.3.2 Tensile Properties 
 One of the important issues on gel-spinning of high molecular weight PAN is to 
determine suitable solution concentration. If the concentration is too low, poor spinning 
and drawing stability is expected although solution preparation becomes relatively easy 
due to the lower viscosity. On the contrary, too high concentration of high molecular 
weight PAN solution makes solution preparation difficult due to its high viscosity and 
increased number of entanglement will adversely affect mechanical properties of 
resulting fibers. To find proper concentration of the PAN-co-MAA (4.7105 g/mol) 
solution, solutions with various concentration levels (8.5, 9, and 11 g/ 100 mL DMAc) 
were prepared and gel-spun into fibers. The solution with solid content of 8.5 g/100 mL 
DMAc showed high viscosity during solution preparation (dissolving the polymer and 
agitating solution). However, during the spinning the pressure on extruding ram was low 
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(under 10 kgf at 0.5 mm/min of ram speed while 20 kgf was usual for homo-polymer 
PAN (2.5105 g/mol, 15 g/ 100 mL) under same processing parameters). The maximum 
draw ratio was pursued for each case. The mechanical properties of these gel-spun fibers 
are summarized in Table 5.1.  

















8.5 11.254.5 13.5 0.680.17 6.90.7 16.34.1 269 
9 
0.741.15 13.7 0.600.11 7.70.5 23.05.1 235 
0.741.16 11.9 0.830.14 7.30.5 17.83.1 316 
11 
12.13.75 11.7 1.060.15 7.30.4 22.33.5 418 
31.154.5 8.4 1.10.25 7.60.6 22.55.5 4213 




 For the case of 8.5 g/100 mL solution, the fiber couldn’t be drawn at higher draw 
ratio due to frequent fiber breakages during drawing. In general, number of 
entanglements in as-spun fiber can be reduced by utilizing gel spinning technique, and 
number of chain ends decreases with increasing molecular weight of polymer[89]. Based 
on this concept, gel spinning of ultra high molecular weight polyethylene (UHMWPE) 
was successful to make high strength fiber [178-181]. If number of entanglements is too 
small, the as-spun fiber cannot withstand drawing condition, due to the slippage of 
molecules resulting in fiber breakage. The maximum achievable draw ratio and 
mechanical properties increased with solid content. However, the variation in strength of 
PAN-co-MAA (4.7105 g/mol) with the highest tensile strength (1.1 GPa) is more than 




 The mechanical properties of homo polymer PAN (7.0105 g/mol) are 
summarized in Table 5.2. The throughput ram speed was increased from 0.5 to 1.0 
mm/min to maintain the pressure on the thrust ram (plunger) at ~20 kgf, since the 
extrudate was unstable at 0.5 mm/min ram speed due to low pressure. Considering 
spinneret size and draw ratio, the diameter of fully drawn fibers is relatively large due to 
the high throughput rate. Also, tensile strength of these fibers is lower than the predicted 
value reported in literature [182] as shown in Figure 5.3. Based on these observations, 
further process optimizations are necessary for fiber spun using high molecular weight 
PAN. 
 


















31.15.2 14.7 0.920.06 6.80.4 21.82.2 344 
415.2 8.6 0.950.06 6.30.4 22.21.8 324 







Figure 5.3 Tensile strength and modulus of PAN film drawn from gel state as a function 
of molecular weight [182]. Mechanical properties of gel-spun PAN fibers are plotted 
together in solid circle (maximum tensile strength) and solid square (maximum tensile 
modulus). 
 
 Gel-spinning of PAN-co-IA control and PAN-co-IA/FWNT (1 wt.%) composite 
fibers were conducted with various concentrations and spinning setup. Mechanical 
properties of gel-spun fibers are summarized in Table 5.3 (control fibers) and 6.4 
(composite fibers). Firstly, multi filament (7- hole) spinneret was used. The pressure on 
extruding ram was higher than 20 kgf and maintained stably due to the high ram speed 
for delivering solution to each hole. However, the differences in diameter between 
individual filaments were observed and resulted in large deviation in tensile strength. 
Secondly, single-hole spinneret with small diameter orifice (120, and 150 µm) was used 
for spinning. Large diameter (~15.8 µm) fibers were made from the lowest solid content 
solution, since high throughput rate (ram speed of 1.0 mm/min) was set to maintain the 
fiber formation due to the low viscosity of solution. The maximum draw ratio of 
composite fibers was from 12 to 21, whereas the draw ratio for the control fibers ranged 
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between 6 and 9.7. Lastly, bi-component gel-spinning was performed to produce small 
diameter fiber. The diameter of the PAN-co-IA/FWNT core component composite fiber 
was 6.3 ~ 6.7 µm after removing shell component. The improvement of mechanical 
properties of the high molecular weight PAN-co-IA fibers are expected by process 
optimization (optimum solid content, dimension of spinneret, draw ratio etc.).   
5.3.3 Structural Changes by Processing 
 To understand the effect of processing parameter on structural changes, the PAN-
co-IA/FWNT (1 wt.%) composite fibers with various draw ratio was sampled and 
characterized using WAXD. As-spun fibers with different spin-draw ratio (SDR) 
demonstrate positive relation between SDR and d-spacing ratio (d2θ~17°/ d2θ~30°) as shown 
in Figure 5.4 and tabulated in Table 5.5. The d-spacing ratio of fully drawn fibers 
approached value of 3  regardless of SDR implying hexagonal crystal structure. 
However, d-spacing ratio of intermediate (as-spun, or cold drawn) fiber is less than 1.65.  
 Crystallinity versus total draw ratio plot is shown in Figure 5.5. Crystal size of the 
fully drawn PAN-co-IA/FWNT (5.2105 g/mol) composite fiber is ca. 11 nm which is 
smaller than that of PAN-co-MAA (2.4105 g/mol) reported in Chapter 3. At a given 
draw ratio, crystallinity of PAN in fully drawn fiber may not affected by molecular 
weight of PAN, since PAN crystal structure in fully drawn fiber is thought to be 
hexagonal crystal with 2-dimensional order. The Herman’s orientation factor (fPAN) of the 
fully drawn PAN-co-IA fiber is low (~0.81).  
 The WAXD results of the PAN-co-IA/FWNT (1 wt.%) composite fibers are 
summarized in Table 5.5. 
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7 hole (250 μm) 12 22.66.6 16 1.080.27 7.61.0 23.14.5 4215 
120 μm 
spinneret 10.5 
116 13.8 0.730.20 9.42.0 16.35.4 4323 
1.5  1.44.6 10.5 0.780.12 6.30.4 27.63.0 266 
1.5  15.4 11.7 0.720.12 7.40.8 16.02.6 308 
214.3 11.1 0.760.13 7.40.8 16.63.5 3210 
214.5 10.8 0.820.11 7.20.7 18.02.7 338 
Bi-component 
(core/shell) 
10 1  2.15.7 13.4 0.730.05 6.10.4 17.01.4 243 


























31.157.5 6.7 0.860.08 7.20.6 20.01.7 324 




21.425.45 10.7 0.930.08 6.70.6 23.02.1 335 
21.425.66 10.6 0.880.05 6.40.6 21.01.4 303 
10 
21.54 15.8 0.940.09 7.90.6 22.32.3 406 
21.57 14.9 0.790.10 6.10.7 21.72.2 255 




0.351.210 18.6 0.870.09 6.50.5 21.61.1 304 
11.16.7 15.2 0.710.11 6.10.7 20.11.8 256 
21.35 10.1 0.870.08 6.20.4 20.91.3 295 




Figure 5.4 Changes in d-spacing ratio (d2θ~17°/ d2θ~30°) of the PAN-co-IA (5.210
5
 




    
Figure 5.5 Relationship between crystallinity and draw ratio for the PAN-co-IA (5.2105 















d2θ~17°           
/d2θ~30° 
0.3511 37.5 2.9 0.051 40.08 1.6000 
0.351.21 40.5 3.3 0.141 39.99 1.6120 
0.351.41 42.8 3.3 0.184 39.81 1.6164 
0.351.61 43.1 3.3 0.215 39.81 1.6153 
0.35210 57.1 8.8 0.784 39.04 1.7252 
111 34.5 3.2 0.162 40.19 1.6145 
11.11 42.5 3.2 0.152 40.02 1.6114 
11.21 43.0 3.4 0.239 39.99 1.6355 
11.41 43.9 3.3 0.261 39.86 1.6307 
11.61 44.1 3.6 0.291 39.61 1.6354 
211 36.3 3.3 0.105 40.12 1.6251 
21.21 44.1 3.4 0.277 39.72 1.6368 
21.31 45.4 3.4 0.297 39.74 1.6450 
21.51 46.8 3.5 0.302 39.50 1.6478 
21.61 47.4 3.4 0.304 39.69 1.6396 
221 49.4 3.6 0.354 39.63 1.6446 
21.16.7 54.0 9.2 0.764 39.17 1.7233 
21.35 52.4 10.6 0.782 39.27 1.7258 
21.425.45 56.4 10.5 0.791 39.16 1.7297 
21.425.66 56.9 10.9 0.810 39.36 1.7307 
21.64.4 49.1 11.1 0.792 39.23 1.7277 
† Herman’s orientation factor of PAN, ‡ meridional peak position, d2θ~17°  d-spacing at 2θ~17°, d2θ~30°  d-




5.3.4 Effect of Heat-Setting 
 Some of the fully drawn PAN-co-IA/FWNT (1 wt.%) composite fibers were heat-
treated and characterized for their mechanical properties to prevent change of structural 
and mechanical properties after prolonged shelf time as discussed in Chapter 2. No 
noticeable changes of mechanical properties are observed prior to and after heat-setting 
(Table 5.6). However, increased crystallinity and reduced crystal size and orientation 
were observed as listed in Table 5.7.  
 
Table 5.6 Comparison of mechanical properties of the PAN-co-IA (5.2105 













21.425.45 10.7 0.930.08 6.70.6 23.02.1 335 
Heat setting * 10.7 0.830.07 6.80.4 21.11.5 314 
21.425.66 10.6 0.880.05 6.40.6 21.01.4 303 
Heat setting* 10.4 0.880.09 6.70.5 21.92.4 325 
* at 100 °C for 48 hours 
 
Table 5.7 WAXD results of the PAN-co-IA (5.2105 g/mol)/FWNT (1 wt.%) composite 








d2θ~17°  / 
d2θ~30° 
21.425.66 56.9 10.9 0.810 39.36 1.7307 
Heat setting* 62.6 10.3 0.801 38.98 1.7290 









 Dynamic rheological test of the high molecular weight PAN solution showed 
stronger shear thinning behavior than low molecular weight PAN, suggesting the 
feasibility of extrusion and spinning, regardless of their high viscosity at low shear rate 
region. PAN-co-IA (Mw 5.210
5
 g/mol)/FWNT (1 wt.%) composite fibers with ~1 GPa 
tensile strength and ~22-23 GPa tensile modulus were obtained. Using bi-component 
fiber spinning technique with core-shell geometry, small diameter (about 6 µm) PAN-co-
IA (Mw 5.210
5
 g/mol)/FWNT (1 wt.%) composite fibers were obtained and exhibited 




INTERPHASE VOLUME FRACTION IN THE COMPOSITE  
 
6.1 Introduction 
 Efforts have been made to improve the interaction between CNT and matrix by 
surface modification [101, 184-194]. Also, enhanced mechanical properties which exceed 
the rule of mixtures were reported due to the development of well order polymer phase in 
the vicinity of CNTs [122]. This implies expanded interphase due to the templating 
capability of CNT. Several studies have been reported importance of interphase in the 
nanocomposite systems [99, 195-204]. The schematic illustrations for interface and 
interphase are shown in Figure 6.1. In this study, volume fraction of interphase in 
polymer (PAN) matrix was calculated as a function of interphase thickness, CNT 
concentration, and diameter. It is expected that this study will give an idea about the 
quantity of CNT loading required for obtaining the desired structure. 
 
 













6.2.1 Calculation of Interphase Volume Fraction 
   Consider interphase thickness (i) between polymer matrix and CNT as shown in 





























                               (6.1) 
where, CNTD  is average diameter of CNT, lCNT  is total sum of all CNT length 




Figure 6.2 Schematic diagram of interphase between polymeric fiber matrix and CNT. 
 
Suppose fm as mass percent of CNT in polymer matrix, then relation between mass of 

































                    (6.4)
 
where, ρCNT is density of CNT and VCNT is total volume occupied by CNTs, ρPAN is 
density of PAN, VPAN is volume of PAN Dfiber is the diameter of PAN/CNT composite 
fiber, and lfiber is the length of composite fiber, respectively. 
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                              (6.6) 
As stated earlier, CNTs have the ability to template crystal structure. For this reason, 
interphase region between polymer matrix and CNT might affect properties of composite 
considerbly due to the perfection of the structure. Chae et al.[122] reported enhanced 
mechanical properties of PAN/CNT composite system due to the crystal structure in the 
vicinity of CNTs. Crystallinity contribution from PAN crystal templated from CNT can 
be calculated by volume fraction of interphase in matrix: 








































  by substituting Eq.(6.6)                     (6.7) 
6.2.2 Calculation of CNT-CNT Distance 
 Average distance between individual CNTs gives the information of room for 
interphase. To calculate CNT center to center distance, ideal dispersion of CNTs was 
assumed as shown in Figure 6.3. Also, ideal alignment of CNTs along the fiber direction 
throughout composite fiber was assumed. Assuming hexagonal arrangement of CNTs of 
which side length is a, and the number of CNTs are x, then total number of CNTs are 
3x
2













                                      (6.8) 
 
Figure 6.3 Schematic diagram of CNT arrangement in ideal dispersion. 
 Volume fraction of CNTs in the composite could be preserved as area fraction of 
CNT in composite for the case of ideal dispersion as stated earlier. So cross-sectional 

























                      (6.9) 
where, fv is volume % of CNTs in composite. 
 
Consider a hexagonal array shown in Figure 6.3 of which area (Aeqv.) is equal to cross 
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Since side of hexagon of length a consists of x number of CNTs, the CNT-CNT distance 
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                                           (6.13) 
By using Eq.(6.13), CNT-CNT distance can be expressed in terms of mass percent as 














                                   (6.14)
 
6.2.3 Mass Density of CNTs 
 Mass densities of CNTs are listed in Table 6.1 Density values for MWNTs are 
obtained by averaging possible values from Table D.1 in Appendix D. The possible 
values were calculated based on various numbers of walls that may exist for a given outer 
diameter MWNT. For example, a MWNT with an outer diameter of 4 nm, may possibly 
contain 2 to 6 possible walls. Density values for such 4 nm MWNTs will vary from 1.09 
to 2.06 g/cm
3
. The average number density for all possible 4 nm diameter MWNTs is 
1.67 nm (see appendix D). 
 
Table 6.1 Average mass density of CNTs.  
  SWNT  MWNT 
  ϕCNT * 
(nm) 





 1.55 1.01 0.75 0.59  1.67 1.71 1.88 1.88 1.91 1.95 1.97 
* diameter of CNT.  
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6.3 Results and Discussion 
6.3.1 Interphase in the Composite System 
 In the Eq.(6.7), volume fraction of interphase appear to be inversely proportion to  
diameter of CNT and density at given interphase thickness. However, density of SWNT 
increases with decreasing its diameter. These two different contributions make it difficult 
to predict the changes in volume fraction of interphase as a function of SWNT diameter. 
Figure 6.4 shows various volume fractions of PAN-CNT interphase in matrix as a 
function of interphase thickness for the case of 0.1 wt.% CNT loading. At a given 
interphase thickness, the volume fraction of interphase increases with decreasing 
diameter of SWNT as shown in Figure 6.4 implying that contribution of diameter of 
SWNT is stronger than that of density for volume fraction increase. For the case of 
MWNTs, slope of the volume fraction of interphase curves decreases fast with increasing 
diameter of MWNT, since their density differences between MWNTs of different size are 
small. Density contribution on volume fraction can be observed by comparing volume 
fraction curve for SWNT of 4 nm (ρ=0.59) and that for MWNT of identical diameter 
(ρ=1.97). Volume fraction curve of the former increases more rapidly than the latter due 
to the low density.  
 Previously reported high resolution transmission electron microscopy (HR-TEM) 
of the PAN/SWNT showed well ordered PAN structure (~ 10 nm in thickness) in the 
vicinity of SWNT. In PAN/CNT composite, the ordered PAN structures surrounding 
CNT can be regarded as the interphase region between CNT and PAN matrix. Based on 
the calculations in this study, volume fraction of ordered PAN (interphase) can be 33% 
(marked in Figure 6.4) by using only 0.1 wt% of SWNT (1 nm diameter) loading when 
interphase thickness is 10 nm. This implies that significant structural change can be 





Figure 6.4 Volume fraction of interphase as a function of interphase thickness at 0.1 wt.% 
of CNT loading.  
 
 In previous Chapter 3, ~ 4 nm diameter FWNTs were used as shown in HR-TEM 
image[80] of Figure 6.5 (a). If all FWNTs are individually dispersed and coated by 10 nm 
of ordered PAN-co-MAA molecules, about 17% (expressed with diamond mark in Figure 
6.5 (b)) of ordered PAN in the vicinity of FWNTs are expected. However, MWNT of 10 
nm diameter could contribute less than 5% change of PAN-CNT interphase (express with 
square mark in Figure 6.5 (b)) when 10 nm thick ordered PAN molecules wrap around 
MWNTs. This implies that diameter of CNT is the dominant factor for structural 
evolution of PAN/CNT composite at given CNT concentration. Based on this observation, 
it is difficult to expect increased crystallinity by templated crystal from large diameter 
MWNT such as used in Chapter 2 (~53 nm) at 1 wt.% of MWNT loading. Volume 
fraction curves in boxed area of Figure 6.5 (b) are magnified in Figure 6.6 to clearly 





Figure 6.5 (a) HR-TEM micrograph of pristine FWNT with schematic[80] (b) volume 








 The change in crystallinity by templated crystal can be significantly enhanced 
when 10 wt.%  of CNT loading is used, as shown in Figure 6.7. Even with large diameter 
CNT (~ 10 nm), considerable crystallinity change ( > 20%) can be expected when 
ordered PAN molecules are developed outside of CNT at thickness of  6 nm as expressed 





Figure 6.7 Volume fraction of interphase as a function of interphase thickness at 10 wt.% 
of CNT loading. 
 
6.3.2 CNT-CNT Distance 
 The average distance between individual CNTs in the ideally dispersed PAN/CNT 
composite is proportional to the room where PAN molecules can exist. If PAN matrix 
consists of 100% crystal templated by CNT, then CNT-CNT distance is equal to: 
iDCNT 2                                                         (6.15) 
Average distance between individual CNTs is calculated by Eq.(6.14) and Eq.(6.15), and 
is compared in Table 6.2 at various CNT diameters and amount of CNT loading. Each 
corresponding distances are almost equal in all cases. Calculated distance from Eq.(6.14) 
is slightly shorter than that from Eq.(6.15) because the former can under-estimate the 
distance by assuming large number x in Eq.(6.11). Well matched results mutually prove 
both equation (6.14) and (6.15). At given CNT loading, average distance between 
individual CNTs increases with increasing diameter of CNTs. By adding more CNTs, 
average CNT-CNT distance decreases as shown in Figure 6.8. 
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Table 6.2 Comparison of calculated distance between individual CNTs.  
   CNT-CNT distance (nm) 
  
 
from interphase calculation (equation (6.15))  from equation (6.14) 
                     wt.% 
ϕCNT
*
  (nm)  
 
0.1 0.5 1 2 5 10 20  0.1 0.5 1 2 5 10 20 
SWNT 
1  36.3 16.2 11.5 8.1 5.1 3.6 2.5  34.5 15.4 10.9 7.7 4.9 3.4 2.4 
2  58.6 26.2 18.6 13.1 8.3 5.9 4.2  55.8 25.0 17.7 12.5 7.9 5.6 4.0 
3  75.4 33.8 23.9 17.0 10.8 7.8 5.6  71.8 32.2 22.8 16.2 10.3 7.4 5.4 
4  89.4 40.0 28.4 20.2 12.9 9.4 6.9  85.1 38.1 27.0 19.2 12.3 8.9 6.6 
MWNT 
4  150.5 67.3 47.5 33.5 21.1 14.8 10.3  143.3 64.0 45.3 31.9 20.1 14.1 9.8 
5  190.3 85.1 60.1 42.4 26.7 18.7 13.0  181.2 81.0 57.2 40.4 25.4 17.8 12.4 
6  239.4 107.0 75.6 53.4 33.6 23.5 16.3  228.0 101.9 72.0 50.8 32.0 22.4 15.5 
7  279.4 124.8 88.2 62.2 39.1 27.4 19.0  266.0 118.9 84.0 59.3 37.3 26.1 18.1 
8  321.8 143.8 101.6 71.7 45.1 31.6 21.9  306.5 136.9 96.7 68.3 42.9 30.1 20.8 
9  365.8 163.5 115.5 81.5 51.2 35.9 24.8  348.3 155.7 110.0 77.6 48.8 34.1 23.6 
10  408.5 182.5 128.9 91.0 57.2 40.0 27.7  389.0 173.8 122.8 86.7 54.5 38.1 26.4 








 Volume fraction of the PAN-CNT interphase in the composite system was 
calculated. Calculations show that 6 nm thickness of ordered PAN molecules in the 
vicinity of  1 nm diameter SWNT can enhance the crystallinity by ~ 13% when only 0.1 
wt.% of SWNTs are incorporated in the system. The PAN-co-MAA/~4 nm diameter 
FWNT (1 wt.%) fibers prepared in Chapter 3 can expect about 10% volume fraction of 
ordered structure in the vicinity of FWNTs when 6 nm of interphase thickness is assumed. 
On the other hand, PAN/~53 nm diameter MWNT (1 wt.%) fibers used in Chapter 2 can 
expect little crystallinity change by MWNT templated PAN crystal structure in the 




CONCLUSOINS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 
7.1 Conclusions 
 Interaction between PAN and MWNT enabled the gel-spun PAN/MWNT 
composite fiber to be drawn to a higher draw ratio (DR=55), than the control PAN fiber 
(DR=35), resulting in the composite fiber tensile strength value as high as 1.3 GPa.  
At a given draw ratio, the diameter of PAN/MWNT fiber is smaller than that of PAN 
fiber, since the elastic recovery (which causes die-swell) of PAN molecule can be 
reduced in the presence of MWNTs during spinning. After 3 years of shelf-time, 
significant decrease in tensile strength (about ~16%) of PAN/MWNT composite fiber 
was observed with deterioration of the PAN structure such as reduced crystallinity (67% 
of fresh fiber reduced to 56%) and PAN orientation (fPAN became 0.845 from 0.903 of 
fresh fiber). 
 Dynamic and steady shear rheological response of gel-spinning solution showed 
that viscosity and storage modulus of the PAN-co-MAA/FWNT (1 wt.%) composite 
solution is higher than that of the control solution at low shear rate regime due to the 
network of FWNTs which contributes to elastic response. On the other hand, at high 
shear rates, the network of FWNTs can be broken resulting in low viscosity for the 
composite solution than for the control solution. By introducing cold-drawing process, 
tensile strength as high as 1.15 GPa was achieved for the gel-spun PAN-co-MAA (Mw: 
2.410
5
 g/mol) control fiber and tensile modulus (31.7 GPa) of the PAN-co-
MAA/FWNT composite fibers were improved when compared with fibers prepared 
without cold-drawing. Cold-drawing process is also responsible for larger crystal size 
(16.2 nm) and higher degree of FWNT orientation (fFWNT). FWNT orientation (fFWNT) is 
significantly higher than PAN crystal orientation (fPAN) at early stage processes implying 
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that the alignment of FWNT along fiber axis occurs prior to the orientation of PAN 
crystal. Continuous stabilization and carbonization of single filament of PAN-co-MAA 
was demonstrated. 
 The solution-spun PAN-co-MAA/VGCNF composite fibers exhibited smaller 
diameter compared to control fibers produced under the comparable processing 
conditions. This is consistent with diameter observation of gel-spun fibers. The d-spacing 
ratio (d2θ~17° / d2θ~30°) of the solution-spun PAN-co-MAA fiber is around square root of 
three (~1.732) regardless of total draw ratio, whereas that of the gel-spun PAN-co-MAA 
fiber increases from ~ 1.63 to square root of three with increasing total draw ratio. The 
new method for evaluation of double-layer VGCNF orientation was developed. For as-
spun fibers, fVGCNF is higher than fPAN , implying that orientation of VGCNF lead that of 
PAN crystal. PAN orientation (fPAN) for as-spun PAN-co-MAA/VGCNF fiber increases 
with increasing spin draw ratio (SDR). At a given hot-draw ratio, fPAN also increases with 
increasing SDR implying that spin-drawing helps PAN molecules align to the fiber axis. 
On the other hand, hot-draw ratio decreases with increasing SDR. For fully drawn fibers, 
the mechanical properties increased with decreasing spin-draw ratio, due to the higher 
hot-draw ratio. 
 Dynamic rheological test of the high molecular weight PAN solution showed 
stronger shear thinning behavior than low molecular weight PAN solution. Small 
diameter (~6 µm) PAN-co-IA (Mw 5.210
5
 g/mol)/FWNT (1 wt.%) fibers with tensile 
strength of ~1 GPa and tensile modulus of ~25 GPa were prepared by utilizing bi-
component spinning technique. 
 Volume fraction of PAN-CNT interphase in PAN matrix was calculated. 
Calculations predict that incorporation of only 0.1 wt.% of 1 nm diameter SWNT can 
increase crystallinity by ~13% when ordered PAN phase of 6 nm thickness are developed 





 1. Changes in structure and properties of the gel-spun PAN fiber as a function of 
shelf-time were observed (Chapter 2). To avoid these changes, heat-setting methods of 
the fully drawn PAN fiber should be developed and optimized. The optimization of heat 
setting conditions will include heat treatment temperature, time, and applied tension. 
 2. Gelation condition is important to improve perfection of crystal structure of 
PAN and to minimize defects. Limited studies of evaluation for the gelation temperature 
of PAN solution were presented in Appendix A. Further systematic study is required 
under the consideration of various parameters such as polymer molecular weight, 
polymer concentration (solid content), temperature, cooling rate, and types of gelation 
medium. 
 3. Preparation of homogeneous high molecular weight PAN solution is 
challenging, due to the high viscosity of the solution under a low shear rate process such 
as stirring, and agitating. High shear mixing method should be developed for high 
molecular weight solution preparation.   
 4. The reliability of carbon fiber in mechanical properties is an important issue for 
composite application. The degree of scatter in tensile strength of carbon fiber prepared 
in this study was evaluated using Weibull model (Appendix C). Correlating the Weibull 
modulus of carbon fiber and its structure will support validity of this model. For structure 
characterization, HR-TEM and small angle X-ray scattering (SAXS) studies are needed 
to evaluated defect in carbon fiber. 
 5. Continuous stabilization and carbonization of single filament was demonstrated 
in Chapter 3, yet needs further process optimization. In this respect, further investigation 
should be carried out on time (residence time in heating zone), temperature, and tension 





OBSERVATION OF GELATION BY MONITORING 
RHEOLOGICAL RESPONSE OF POLYMER SOLUTION 
 
A.1 Introduction 
 During the gel spinning, PAN polymer solution immersed into quenching bath 
turns gel-like state which is thermo-reversible network structure formed by three 
dimensional physical bonds. These physical bonds can be broken by increasing 
temperature [205] due to the low energy level as compared to chemical bonds. Possible 
reasons for reversible gelation are: (i) rapid crystallization, (ii) changes of polymer 
solution such as increasing concentration, growing the molecular weight, or cooling, and 
(iii) change of solubility in polymer solution by adding non-solvent or quenching. In this 
study, dynamic rheology was used to determine gelation temperature whether gel-like 
state during gel-spinning is ascribed to rapid cooling, since dynamic rheology is suitable 
and powerful tool to monitor the change of cross-linking and microstructure [206-212]. 
A.2 Experimental 
 Polymer solutions used in this study were prepared as described in Chapter 2. 
Solid content of the PAN-co-MAA (5.010
5
 g/mol)/DMAc solution was set as 10 g/100 
ml in DMAc. Temperature sweep tests were conducted using ARES rheometer 
(Rheometric Scientific, Co.) with parallel plate geometry (25 mm of plate diameter and 1 
mm of gap between plates). Temperature was decreased from room temperature to -50 °C 
at a cooling rate of -5 °C/min. The angular frequency (ω) was fixed as 100 rad/s with 




A.3 Results and Discussion 
 Temperature sweep of complex viscosity results with various spinning solution 
used in Chapter 2 and 4 are shown in Figure A.1. If gel-like state of solution at the stage 
of spinning exclusively caused by quenching(low temperature) then abrupt changes in 
rheological response should be observed by temperature sweep test[207].  
 
 





 g/mol) /DMAc solution showed rapid shooting of complex 
viscosity at the temperature below -43 °C. However, this sudden increase was not caused 
by gelation of solution but caused by frozen DMAc whose freezing temperature is -4 °C. 
This was confirmed by changing the solvent from DMAc to DMF whose freezing 
temperature is -61 °C. Complex viscosity of the PAN-co-MAA (2.410
5
 g/mol) /DMF 
solution increases gradually as temperature goes down (blank triangle in Figure A.1). 
Freezing of DMAc was not observed when small amount (0.5 wt.%) of carbon nanotubes 





 g/mol) /DMAc solution didn’t show swift viscosity change caused by 
gelation even though the more entanglements are expected by the higher molecular 
weight. Nonetheless, PAN-co-MAA (5.010
5
 g/mol) /DMAc solution didn’t show 
freezing of DMAc. 
          Loss factor (tan δ) of various solution, plotted in Figure A.2, shows that tan δ 
decreased monotonously as decreasing temperature except for the PAN-co-MAA 
(2.410
5
 g/mol) /DMAc due to frozen of DMAc. 
 
Figure A.2 Loss factor (tan δ) of PAN-co-MAA solutions as a function of temperature.  
 
          Figure A.3 shows storage and loss moduli of various solutions. The PAN-co-MAA 
(2.410
5
 g/mol) polymer dissolved in DMAc also showed same crossover temperature of 
8 °C regardless of carbon nanotubes, whereas crossover temperature of -19 °C was 
observed for same polymer dissolved in DMF. For the case of PAN-co-MAA (5.010
5
 




  Based on these observations, it is concluded that quenching of PAN polymer (Mw 
~ 5.010
5
 g/mol) to -50 °C in the rheometer does not result in instantaneous gel-
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formation. However, what role methanol plays in the gel formation is not clear from this 
study.   
 
 
Figure A.3 Storage and loss moduli of (a) PAN-co-MAA (2.410
5
 g/mol) /DMAc, (b) 
PAN-co-MAA (2.410
5
 g/mol) /DMF, (c) PAN-co-MAA (2.410
5
 g/mol) /FWNT (0.5 
wt.%)/DMAc, and (d) PAN-co-MAA (5.010
5









CALCULATION OF APPARENT SHEAR RATE OF SPINNING 
  
 Apparent shear rates at various spinning conditions used in this study are 
calculated. In general, Hagen-Poiseuille equation is widely used for shear rate calculation 







   
where w  is wall shear rate of spinneret, Q is flux across the spinneret, R is radius of 
spinneret orifice. Q is proportion to extruding ram speed and diameter of reservoir. 
Diameter of reservoir used in this study was 28 mm. Two different orifice size used for 
calculation are 120, and 250 µm, respectively. Calculated shear rates are summarized in 















250 μm spinneret 120 μm spinneret 








0.5 6.3 3345 25.1 26761 
1 12.5 6690 50.2 53521 
1.5 18.8 10035 75.3 80282 
2 25.1 13380 100.4 107042 
2.5 31.4 16725 125.4 133803 
3 37.6 20070 150.5 160563 
3.5 43.9 23415 175.6 187324 
4 50.2 26761 200.7 214084 
4.5 56.4 30106 225.8 240845 
5 62.7 33451 250.9 267605 
5.5 69.0 36796 276.0 294366 
6 75.3 40141 301.1 321126 
6.5 81.5 43486 326.1 347887 
7 87.8 46831 351.2 374647 
7.5 94.1 50176 376.3 401408 
8 100.4 53521 401.4 428169 
8.5 106.6 56866 426.5 454929 
9 112.9 60211 451.6 481690 
9.5 119.2 63556 476.7 508450 
10 125.4 66901 501.8 535211 
 
 




STATISTICAL ANALYSIS OF DEVIATION IN TENSILE 
STRENGTH OF CARBON FIBERS: WEIBULL MODEL  
 
C.1 Introduction 
 Carbon fibers have been extensively used as reinforcing materials [213-220]. The 
evaluation of scatter in mechanical strength of carbon fibers is important to estimate the 
reliability of them [221-225]. The Weibull model is widely used for evaluation of the 
reliability for brittle materials [226-229]. In this study, variations in mechanical 
properties, especially tensile strength, were evaluated and factors that affect distributions 
in tensile strength were investigated using the Weibull model. The carbon fibers used for 
the evaluation of reliability are listed in Table C.1. 
C.2 Results and Discussion 
C.2.1 Weibull Modulus 
 The tensile strength data of brittle materials has shown a wider degree of scatter in 
comparison to ductile materials. This scatter in tensile strength has turned out to have a 
























exp1                                            (C.1) 
where P is the probability of failure at a stress of σ, m is known as Weibull modulus 
(Weibull shape parameter), σu is the threshold stress below which probability of failure is 
zero, σo is the Weibull scale parameter (characteristic stress at which 1/e, i.e. 37% of the
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Table C.1 Heat-treatment conditions of carbon fibers and properties of the corresponding precursor fibers. 







 g/mol)  240 250 250 250 250 250 
co-monomer used  MAA
a
 None None None None None 





Draw ratio  9.5 55 55 15 15 29 
Diameter (µm)  21.5 10.4 10.4 9.0 9.0 7.4 
Tensile strength (GPa)  1.11 1.12 1.34 0.94 0.94 1.1 
Tensile modulus (GPa)  23 23 26 25 25 26 





 temperature (°C)  
Specified in 
Table 
3.1. and C.3 
285 285 285 285 285 
1
st
 duration time (min)  120 270 300 300 45 
1
st
 heating rate (°C/min)  5 5, 1 1 1 5 
2
nd
 temperature (°C)  320 330 330 330 330 
2
nd
 duration time (min)  20 ~ 45 120 60 60 60 
2
nd
 heating rate (°C/min)  5 1 1 1 5 
Tension (MPa)  22 5 ~ 30 25 20 35 
Carbonization 
conditions 
Temperature (°C)  1100 1100 1100 1100 1100 1300 
Duration time (min)  10 5 5 5 5 5 
Heating rate (°C/min)  N/A 5 5 5 5 5 
Tension (MPa)  1.3 gf
b
 22 5 ~ 30 25 20 9 
a
 Methacrylic acid, 
b
 gram force, 
c
 optimized condition, 
d
 obtained from Carbon Nanotechnologies, Inc. (Houston, TX)
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samples survive), and X is the strength-confining dimension (e.g. length of the fiber 
specimen). Normally, the value of σu is taken to be zero. For the case of fibers, Eq.(C.1) 























exp1                                                 (C.2) 
The greater the material’s value of m, steeper is the transition from survival to failure 
indicating higer reliability, as shown in Figure C.1. 
 
 
Figure C.1 Weibull distribution for the probability of failure with various Weibull moduli. 
 
 
If a material shows large scatter in strength between samples, it is expected to have a low 
m value and poor reliability against stress failure due to unevenly existing flaws. On the 
other hand, high value of m reflects low deviation in measured strength, resulting in high 
reliability of the material in strength. Practically, the probability of failure, P, can be 
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obtained by the mean rank method (ranking data from smallest to largest value and 





P                                                        (C.3) 
where i is the rank and N is the total number of specimens. 
Finally, the linear form of Weibull statistical distribution can be obtained by applying 



















                                     (C.4) 
Weibull modulus (m) and Weibull scale parameter (σo) can be obtained by linear 
regression from the Weibull plot of Eq.(C.4). 
C.2.2 Effect of Stabilization and Carbonization Processes on Weibull Modulus 
 Weibull moduli of the stabilized and carbonized PAN-co-MAA control fibers are 
summarized in Table C.2. The mechanical properties can be found in Tables 3.9 and 3.11. 



























  800  1100  
m 5.4 12.0 7.8 10.7 12.3 15.6  3.7 5.4 5.9 7.6 
R
2
 0.970 0.970 0.967 0.979 0.884 0.946  0.879 0.969 0.883 0.958 
a
 processing conditions are listed in Table 3.1, 3.9, 3.11, and C.3, 
b
 carbonization subsequently done after 
3
rd
 C step, 
c





Table C.3 Stabilization conditions for 3
rd












 A 300 30 0 1.6 
3
rd
 B 330 43 0 1.6 
3
rd
 C 330 50 0 1.6 
 
 Pan et al.[230] showed that polymeric fibers can also be specified by the Weibull 
model. In his work, the Weibull moduli of polymeric fibers ranged from 12.7 to 17.5 
depending upon types of polymer. The Weibull modulus of the PAN-co-MAA precursor 
fiber was 15.2, which is in good agreement with literature[230]. After the 1
st
 stabilization 
process, the Weibull modulus became 5.4, implying structural deterioration in the fiber 
due to cyclization. Structure of the stabilized fibers after 1
st
 step of stabilization is 
thought to be a mixture of PAN and cyclic molecules, as seen from FT-IR (Figure 3.21) 
and WAXD (Figure 3.20) studies. Distribution of this mixed structure causes wider 
scatter in tensile strength. Cyclization of PAN could not be completed at the given 
temperature (285 °C) and residence time (7.5 min); the data shows that the incomplete 
cyclization process leads to a lower Weibull modulus in comparison with the precursor 
fibers. As the stabilization step progresses, PAN molecules are almost completely 
converted to ladder structure and the Weibull modulus increases, as shown in Figure C.2 
(a). On the other hand, under-stabilized fibers (3
rd
 A, and 3
rd
 B) showed relatively lower 
m value, as shown in Figure C.2 (b). The m value of the 2
nd
 step finished fiber (12.0) 
decreased with the subsequent heat-treatment 3
rd
 A (7.8) or B (10.7). Various conditions 
used for optimization of the 3
rd
 step stabilization are listed in Table C.3. Based on FT-IR 
spectra (Figure 3.21) and WAXD (Figure 3.20) results, 3
rd





 step stabilization; these fibers showed a high Weibull modulus (12.3), implying more 
uniform structure. 
 





 For carbon fiber cases, the m values increase with heat-treatment temperature, as 
shown in Figure C.3 and Table C.2. Considerable changes in the Weibull modulus were 
observed upon carbonizing the stabilized fibers: (i) m of stabilized fibers from step 3
rd
 C 
decreased from 12.3 to 3.7 after carbonization at 600 °C and (ii) heat-treatment at 600 °C 
leads to a drop in Weibull modulus from 15.6 to 5.4 for stabilized fibers that experienced 
4
th
 step stabilization. The highly reduced m value implies structural deterioration in the 
fibers. It can be noted that the lower m valued stabilized fibers resulted in lower Weibull 
modulus of carbon fiber after heat-treatment. This can be supported by comparing the 
changes of m in (i) and (ii). It can be thought that flaws generated in prior processes, such 
as micro pores, damage on surface, and imperfection of structure, are preserved after 
heat-treatment and cause this lower value of m. The Weibull modulus of carbon fiber 
(CF) treated at 1100 °C (7.6) is somewhat larger when compared to that of the 
commercial grade CF (5.9 : Toray T-1000GB[224]). In this study, mono filament was 
used for heat-treatment. This excludes the deviation of tensile strength between filaments 




Figure C.3 Weibull plot for Carbon fibers heat-treated at different temperatures. 
 
C.2.3 Effect of Stabilization Time 
  The effect of stabilization time on the statistical distribution of tensile strength 
(TS) was observed with the tensile results from Chapter 2 and summarized in Table C.4. 
The Weibull modulus reflects trend similar to that of the tensile strength of the 
corresponding carbon fibers as shown in Figure C.4.  
 
Table C.4 Weibull moduli of PAN/MWNT (1 wt.%) based carbon fibers
a
. 
 Stabilization time at 320 °C (min) 
 20 25 30 35 42.5 45 
TS
b
 (GPa) 1.91±0.50 2.10±0.48 2.28±0.47 2.27±0.45 2.31±0.47 1.79±0.45 
m 3.5 4.8 5.1 5.1 4.8 4.1 
σo (GPa) 2.13 2.29 2.47 2.47 2.52 1.97 
R
2
 0.952 0.956 0.940 0.958 0.949 0.977 
a
 stabilized and carbonized using vertical mount, 
b
  tensile strength 
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Improvement in tensile strength along with higher m value suggests that up to optimum 
stabilization time or ~ 40 min, structural defects reduce and enhance the reliability. 
 
Figure C.4 Weibull modulus and tensile strength as a function of stabilization time. 
 
C.2.4 Effect of Tension 
 Tensile strength of carbon fiber is expected to enhance with increasing tension 
during stabilization process, since tension prevents shrinkage, and thereby aligning the 
graphitic basal plane along the fiber direction. Changes in the tensile strength shown in 
Figure C.5 follow the expected trend, except at 30 MPa tension due to fiber breakage 
during heat-treatment. However, the distribution in strength didn’t show dependence on 
applied tension. It might be due to the nature of the batch process. In batch-wise heat-
treatment, individual fibers may experience slightly different temperature and tension due 







Table C.5 Weibull moduli of PAN/MWNT (1 wt.%) carbon fibers processed under 
various tension during stabilization and carbonization. 
 
Tension applied (MPa) 
 
5 7.5 10 20 30 
TS (GPa) 2.41±0.49 2.77±0.59 3.02±0.47 3.17±0.45 1.39±0.26 
m 5.0 4.3 6.7 5.5 5.3 
σo(GPa) 2.62 3.03 3.23 3.30 1.51 
R
2
 0.899 0.907 0.978 0.908 0.965 
TS : tensile strength 
 
 













C.2.5 Effect of Gauge Length 
  Mechanical properties especially, tensile strength of carbon fibers can be affected 
by the weakest flaw in them[223, 231]. Stress is concentrated on the weakest flaw and 
leads breakage of fiber.  Assuming Lc is the critical length at which the tensile strength is 
uniform, then probability of survival of fiber under given stress level is proportional to 
exp{-(L/Lc)}, where L is testing gauge length. Thus, the longer tensile testing gauge 
length used, the lower tensile strength is expected due to the lower probability of survival. 
Figure C.6 and C.7 show the gauge length effect on mechanical properties of carbon 
fibers produced without process optimization. In both cases, tensile strength decreased 
with increasing gauge length. Each test series showed considerable large scatter in 
strength (average Weibull modulus for Figure C.6, and C.7 are 3.1, and 4.1, respectively). 
Tensile modulus plotted in Figure C.7 (b) showed positive relation with gauge length, 
whereas no noticeable relation was observed in Figure C.6 (b). SEM micrographs of 
PAN/SWNT composite fiber based carbon fibers are shown in Figure C.8.  
 




































Figure C.8 SEM micrographs of carbon fibers from PAN (homopolymer, Mw of 2.410
5
 g/mol) /SWNT (1 wt.%) precursor fiber 
(specified in 7
th





 With process optimization, the reliability in strength was improved (average 
Weibull modulus 9.3) for the case of Figure C.9. By process optimization, frequency of 
flaws in carbon fiber was decreased and this caused increase in reliability and decrease in 
gauge length dependence. Commercial grade carbon fiber (Toaryca T-300) showed small 
scatter in strength and modulus as shown in Figure C.10. Also T-300 showed less 
dependence on the tested gauge length than the other carbon fibers. 
 
 
Figure C.9 Gauge length dependence on (a) tensile strength and (b) tensile modulus of 
carbon fibers produce under optimized conditions (specified in 8
th
 column in Table C.1 
and optimized CF in Table C.5). 
 
Figure C.10 Gauge length dependence on (a) tensile strength and (b) tensile modulus of 




 The effect of gauge length on average tensile strength of carbon fiber has been 
reported [231]. However, the effect of gauge length on the distribution of tensile strength 
has not been extensively studied. In this study, the gauge length effect was observed 
using carbon fibers produced with and without process optimization and commercial 
grade carbon fiber T-300. The results of tensile tests and Weibull model parameters are 
summarized in Table C.6. Weibull plots for each series are shown in Figure C.11. The 
Weibull modulus (m) of carbon fibers produced without process optimization (test set 1 
and 2) showed no distinct relation to gauge length and ranged between 2.3 and 4.9. 
Lower m values (low reliability in strength) are due to flaws of structure imperfection, 
since resultant carbon fibers are produced without optimization. On the other hand, 
carbon fibers produced under optimum conditions showed that the m value decreased 
with increasing gauge length. This implies that tensile strength of carbon fibers is more 
reliable when the test gauge length becomes shorter. Also, carbon fibers produced under 
optimum process condition exhibited high m values (7.7 ~11.9). The Weibull moduli of 
commercial grade carbon fibers T-300 are high (11.0 ~ 18.8). However, scatter in 
strength tested with 6 mm gauge length is wider than that with the 12.7 and 25.4 mm 
cases, although the tensile strength of T-300 with 6 mm gauge length showed the highest 
value. Judging from these results, commercial grade carbon fiber T-300 has narrow 
scatter in tensile strength and has less gauge length dependence on tensile strength 





Table C.6 Tensile strength and distribution of various carbon fibers measured with different gauge length. 
 Test set 1
a
  Test set 2
a
  Optimized CF
a
  T-300 
Gauge length 
(mm) 
6 12.7 25.4  6 12.7 25.4  6 12.7 25.4  6 12.7 25.4 
TS (GPa) 2.23 1.82 1.58  2.92 2.62 2.36  4.50 4.05 3.92  4.00 3.64 3.79 
Std.dev 0.53 0.64 0.50  0.76 0.71 0.49  0.44 0.51 0.54  0.37 0.20 0.21 
m 3.9 2.3 3.0  3.8 3.7 4.9  11.9 8.4 7.7  11.0 18.8 18.0 
σo (GPa) 2.46 2.11 1.77  3.24 2.91 2.57  4.69 4.28 4.16 
 4.17 3.74 3.89 
R
2
 0.952 0.922 0.971  0.909 0.991 0.961  0.969 0.948 0.927  0.962 0.992 0.960 
a
 precursor specification and  stabilization and carbonization conditions are listed in Table C.1, 
b
 tensile strength 
 
Figure C.11 Weibull plot for (a) test set 1, (b) test set 2, (c) optimized carbon fibers and (d) T-300 (precursor specification and  




 The distribution of tensile strength of carbon fibers was investigated using the 
Weibull model which can evaluate scatter in tensile strength.  Based on statistical 
analysis of stabilized fibers and carbon fibers produced under the continuous heat-
treatment environment, progress of stabilization or carbonization could be monitored the 
using Weibull modulus (m) of the fibers. With process optimization, the m value 
increases. The Weibull moduli of commercial carbon fibers (T-300) are high, yet are less 









MASS DENSITY CALCULATION OF CARBON NANOTUBES 
 
D.1 Introduction 
 Mass density of CNT (ρCNT) is critical when volume fraction of CNT as 
reinforcement is considered in composite system, since interfacial area (surface area 
where CNTs contact with polymer matrix) is significantly affected by density of CNT in 
a given CNT concentration. ρCNT can be obtained by experiment [232] or by rigorous 
simulation [233]. In this study, ρCNT was calculated as a function of CNT diameter based 
on CNT packed crystal assumption.  
D.2 Calculation 
D.2.1 Density of SWNT 
 To calculate SWNT density, the number of carbon atoms in a given dimension 
(diameter, and length) should be counted first. Jain et al.[112] calculated density of 
SWNT in his thesis. However, arbitrary chosen area for counting carbon atoms needs 
further justification. Hexagonal lattice was considered for counting number of carbon 





Figure D.1 Hexagonal lattice and lattice parameters for CNTs. 
 
The lattice parameter of hexagonal unit cell is  ac-c, and 60°, where ac-c is the shortest 
carbon-carbon distance in hexagonal arrangement (1.42 angstrom). Two carbon atoms are 
allocated in one hexagonal unit cell of which area is expressed as follows: 




                               (D.1)
 
Number of carbon atoms in SWNT (NSWNT) are expressed in Eq.(D.2): 
                                                      unitNdh                                                           (D.2) 
 where d is diameter of SWNT, h is length of SWNT, and Nunit is number of carbon atoms 
in unit area (2/(
22102387.5 nm ) ≈ 38.1769 nm-2).  














                        
 (D.3) 
where, Mw_SWNT is molecular weight of SWNT, NA is Avogadro’s number, and VSWNT is 




Figure D.2 Schematic diagram for SWNT bundles. 
 
 Suppose, triangular arrangement of SWNTs of which bundle forms hexagonal 
array maintaining Van der Waals distance of 0.334 nm, then triangle area (shaded region 
in Figure D.2) formed by three SWNTs can be considered for density calculation. 
SWNTs with open ends and no contribution of gas molecule inside the SWNT in density 
calculation were assumed. In the triangle, contribution of SWNT in molecular weight is 
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Figure D.3 Density of SWNT as a function of diameter. 
 
The density of SWNT decreases with increasing diameter and becomes less than one 
when diameter of SWNT is larger than 2 nm. This implies that SWNTs with diameter 
larger than 2 nm are able to float on the water and are applicable to reinforcing material 
for light weight composite. However, it should be noted that SWNTs with large diameter 
(~ 4 nm) could be collapsed rather than they maintain cylindrical (tube) shape. In such 
cases, density of SWNT could be higher than calculated results. 
D.2.2 Density of MWNT   
 In case of MWNT, each wall assumed to be separated equally at a distance of 
0.34 nm. In the sense that the simplest example of MWNT is double walled nanotubes 
(DWNT), it is easy to start with DWNT for density calculation of MWNT. Considering 
two walls in DWNT as illustrated in Figure D.4, the total number of carbon atoms in 
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where, d is outer diameter of DWNT, d-0.68 is diameter of inner wall, h is length of 
DWNT, and Nunit is number of carbon atoms as used in equation (D.2). 
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Figure D.4 Schematic diagram for DWNT density calculation. 
 
Next, density of triple walled nanotubes (TWNT) can be calculated. In this case, if the 
out most wall has diameter of d, then second and third wall have diameter of d-0.68, d-
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Calculated results are summarized in Table D.1. 










Table D.1 Mass density of Carbon nanotubes (Continues on next pages). 
Ф (nm) SWNT DWNT TWNT MWNT(4) MWNT(5) MWNT(6) MWNT(7) MWNT(8) MWNT(9) MWNT(10) MWNT(11) MWNT(12) MWNT(13) MWNT(14) MWNT(15) 
0.4 2.051                             
0.5 1.986                             
0.6 1.900                             
0.7 1.808                             
0.8 1.718                             
0.9 1.633                             
1 1.552                             
1.1 1.478 2.058                           
1.2 1.409 2.033                           
1.3 1.345 1.999                           
1.4 1.286 1.959                           
1.5 1.232 1.915                           
1.6 1.182 1.870                           
1.7 1.135 1.824                           
1.8 1.092 1.778 2.060                         
1.9 1.052 1.733 2.046                         
2 1.014 1.689 2.026                         
2.1 0.979 1.647 2.003                         
2.2 0.946 1.605 1.977                         
2.3 0.916 1.565 1.949                         
2.4 0.887 1.527 1.920                         
2.5 0.860 1.490 1.890 2.061                       
2.6 0.834 1.454 1.860 2.051                       
2.7 0.810 1.420 1.829 2.038                       
2.8 0.787 1.387 1.799 2.023                       
2.9 0.766 1.355 1.768 2.005                       
3 0.745 1.325 1.738 1.986                       
3.1 0.726 1.296 1.709 1.966 2.066                     
3.2 0.708 1.268 1.680 1.944 2.061                     
3.3 0.690 1.241 1.652 1.923 2.054                     
3.4 0.674 1.215 1.624 1.900 2.044                     
3.5 0.658 1.190 1.596 1.878 2.033                     
3.6 0.643 1.166 1.570 1.855 2.020                     
3.7 0.628 1.143 1.544 1.832 2.006                     
3.8 0.614 1.120 1.519 1.809 1.991 2.066                   
3.9 0.601 1.099 1.494 1.786 1.975 2.062                   
4 0.588 1.078 1.470 1.763 1.959 2.056                   
4.1   1.058 1.447 1.741 1.942 2.048                   
4.2   1.039 1.424 1.719 1.924 2.040                   
4.3   1.020 1.402 1.697 1.906 2.030                   
4.4   1.002 1.380 1.675 1.888 2.019                   
4.5   0.985 1.359 1.654 1.870 2.007 2.065                 
4.6   0.968 1.338 1.633 1.852 1.995 2.062                 
4.7     1.318 1.612 1.833 1.982 2.057                 
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Table D.1 Mass density of Carbon nanotubes (Continued). 
Ф (nm) SWNT DWNT TWNT MWNT(4) MWNT(5) MWNT(6) MWNT(7) MWNT(8) MWNT(9) MWNT(10) MWNT(11) MWNT(12) MWNT(13) MWNT(14) MWNT(15) 
4.8     1.299 1.592 1.815 1.968 2.051         
4.9     1.280 1.572 1.797 1.954 2.044                 
5     1.262 1.553 1.779 1.940 2.036                 
5.1     1.244 1.533 1.760 1.925 2.027 2.067               
5.2     1.226 1.515 1.743 1.910 2.018 2.065               
5.3     1.209 1.496 1.725 1.895 2.008 2.062               
5.4       1.478 1.707 1.880 1.997 2.058               
5.5       1.460 1.690 1.865 1.986 2.053               
5.6       1.443 1.672 1.850 1.975 2.047               
5.7       1.426 1.655 1.834 1.963 2.040               
5.8       1.409 1.639 1.819 1.951 2.033 2.067             
5.9       1.392 1.622 1.804 1.938 2.025 2.065             
6         1.606 1.789 1.926 2.017 2.062             
6.1         1.589 1.774 1.913 2.008 2.059             
6.2         1.573 1.758 1.900 1.999 2.054             
6.3         1.558 1.744 1.887 1.989 2.049             
6.4         1.542 1.729 1.874 1.979 2.044             
6.5         1.527 1.714 1.861 1.969 2.038 2.066           
6.6         1.512 1.699 1.848 1.959 2.031 2.065           
6.7           1.685 1.835 1.948 2.024 2.062           
6.8           1.671 1.822 1.937 2.016 2.059           
6.9           1.656 1.809 1.926 2.008 2.055           
7           1.642 1.796 1.915 2.000 2.051           
7.1           1.628 1.783 1.904 1.992 2.046           
7.2           1.615 1.770 1.893 1.983 2.041 2.066         
7.3           1.601 1.757 1.881 1.974 2.035 2.065         
7.4             1.744 1.870 1.965 2.029 2.062         
7.5             1.732 1.859 1.956 2.023 2.060         
7.6             1.719 1.847 1.946 2.016 2.056         
7.7             1.706 1.836 1.937 2.009 2.052         
7.8             1.694 1.824 1.927 2.001 2.048 2.067       
7.9             1.681 1.813 1.917 1.994 2.044 2.066       
8             1.669 1.801 1.907 1.986 2.039 2.064       
8.1               1.790 1.897 1.978 2.033 2.062       
8.2               1.779 1.887 1.970 2.028 2.060       
8.3               1.767 1.877 1.962 2.022 2.057       
8.4               1.756 1.867 1.953 2.015 2.054       
8.5               1.745 1.857 1.945 2.009 2.050 2.067     
8.6               1.734 1.846 1.936 2.002 2.046 2.066     
8.7                 1.836 1.927 1.995 2.041 2.064     
8.8                 1.826 1.918 1.988 2.037 2.062     
8.9                 1.816 1.909 1.981 2.032 2.060     
9                 1.806 1.900 1.974 2.026 2.057     
9.1                 1.795 1.891 1.966 2.021 2.054 2.067   
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Table D.1 Mass density of Carbon nanotubes (Continued). 
Ф (nm) SWNT DWNT TWNT MWNT(4) MWNT(5) MWNT(6) MWNT(7) MWNT(8) MWNT(9) MWNT(10) MWNT(11) MWNT(12) MWNT(13) MWNT(14) MWNT(15) 
9.2                 1.785 1.882 1.959 2.015 2.051 2.067   
9.3                 1.775 1.873 1.951 2.009 2.047 2.066   
9.4                   1.864 1.943 2.003 2.043 2.064  
9.5                   1.855 1.935 1.997 2.039 2.063   
9.6                   1.846 1.927 1.990 2.035 2.060   
9.7                   1.836 1.919 1.984 2.030 2.058   
9.8                   1.827 1.911 1.977 2.025 2.055 2.067 
9.9                   1.818 1.903 1.970 2.020 2.052 2.067 
10                   1.809 1.895 1.963 2.015 2.049 2.066 





VOLUME FRACTION OF INTERPHASE 
E.1 Volume Fraction of Interphase in Matrix 
 Additional plots for CNT loading of 0.5, 2, 5, and 20 wt.% are shown below. 
 
            
Figure E.1 Volume fraction of interphase as a function of interphase thickness at 0.5 





Figure E.2 Volume fraction of interphase as a function of interphase thickness at 2 wt.% 





Figure E.3 Volume fraction of interphase as a function of interphase thickness at 5 wt.% 





Figure E.4 Volume fraction of interphase as a function of interphase thickness at 20 wt.% 
of CNT loading.  
 
E.2 Volume Fraction of Interphase in Composite 
 The volume fraction of interphase in composite system also can be considered. 
Using Eq.(6.1) and (6.6), the volume fraction of interphase in composite system is given 
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